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Abstract

In this paper, I study how an increase in large securities dealers’ ability to leverage themselves increases the riskiness of the assets in which they invest. I use a policy change in 2005 as a natural experiment that both increased dealers’ ability to leverage themselves in the sale and repurchase market (the “repo” market) and changed the accounting treatment of certain repurchase agreements (“repos”). I construct a research design in which dealers are affected differently by this change. I find that treated dealers differentially increase their lending to the mortgage companies that they fund. I trace the impact of this increase in dealer leverage to mortgage originations and defaults. I use hand-collected data on credit lines linking dealers to the mortgage companies that they funded leading up to the Financial Crisis. Using an across dealer, within mortgage company difference-in-differences analysis, I find that in response to an increased ability to leverage, dealers increased their funding to mortgage companies. I also find evidence that dealers systematically relaxed restrictions on the mortgage products that they funded. Using a county level difference-in-differences analysis, I find that the increased supply of credit incentivized mortgage companies to increase the number of mortgages that they originated to riskier borrowers. In my preferred specification, I account for a 9% increase in mortgage originations in the “last gasp” of the housing boom. These mortgages make up 38% of the defaults among all mortgages originated during 2005-2006.
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1 Introduction

The 2007-2008 Global Financial Crisis is considered the most severe financial crisis since the Great Depression. Several factors contributed to the severity of the Financial Crisis, including lax mortgage lending (Mian and Sufi (2009), Keys, Mukherjee, Seru and Vig (2010), Albanesi, De Giorgi and Nosal (2017)); increased mortgage securitization (Nadauld and Sherlund (2013)); rating agencies' failure to evaluate the risk underlying securities (Benmelech and Dlugosz (2010)); and an increased reliance on short-term debt (Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (2011), Admati and Hellwig (2014), Geithner (2015)). The supply of credit, or access to finance, was at the nexus of all of these factors - both during the boom and the bust (Benmelech, Meisenzahl and Ramcharan (2017)). The market for repurchase agreements (“repos”) - short-term loans collateralized with financial securities - played a central role in the supply of credit underlying the financial system. In this paper, I analyze an under-studied mechanism that allowed the largest securities dealers to lever themselves in the repo market. I find that this increased ability of dealers to leverage themselves increased the risk profile of the mortgage assets that they invested in - contributing to both the “last gasp” in the housing boom and its bust.

We do not have a clear understanding of the mechanism underlying the expansion of credit prior to the crisis and its link to the contraction of credit in the repo markets during the crisis. A major limitation in the literature has been the lack of data on an important segment of the repo markets. Metrick and Gorton (2010), Gorton and Metrick (2010), and Gorton and Metrick (2012) propose that there was a bank run in the repo market based on pricing data. However, Krishnamurthy, Nagel and Orlov (2014) present evidence that only a small fraction of total outstanding private-label asset-backed securities was exposed to this run. My work helps us understand how a relatively small contraction in the repo market overall disproportionately affected highly-levered systemically important institutions, amplifying the contraction.

I hand collect novel micro-level data that allows me to identify transactions between dealers and mortgage companies between 2004Q3 and 2006Q3. Mortgage companies depended on the sale of mortgages to fund themselves. While they waited to sell mortgages that they had originated, they packaged the mortgages into warehouse facilities and posted these warehoused loans as collateral to receive funding. My data probes deeper into their funding during this warehouse phase. I collect data on the funding lines for twelve of the largest public independent mortgage companies. Prior to this paper, we have not had direct evidence of who the funders to the mortgage companies were and how they operated. I provide new evidence that mortgage companies posted their warehouse loans to receive
warehouse lines of credit in the bilateral repo market and that it was the 27 largest dealer banks who were providing this funding. Although the amount of private mortgage collateral exposed to a run in the repo market was small relative to the total outstanding value of private mortgage collateral, I establish that it was concentrated among the most centralized dealer-banks. These dealers were crucial for the funding to independent mortgage companies who made up close to one third of the mortgage lending market prior to the Financial Crisis. There is a literature that finds that negative shocks to bank liquidity can have general equilibrium effects throughout the economy (Khwaja and Mian (2008), Huber (2018)). However, how dealers transmit liquidity shocks has not been studied. I find evidence that the dealers passed positive liquidity shocks in the boom on to the mortgage companies that they funded. Due to endogeneity concerns, this requires simultaneously estimating both the dealer lending channel and the firm borrowing channel.

A benefit of my data is that I observe the same mortgage company receiving funding from multiple dealers. This is a key feature of my data because it allows me to study differential dealer lending within the same mortgage company. I use this setting and exploit the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) as a natural experiment to shock dealer leverage. BAPCPA exempted private-label mortgage collateral from automatic stay in repo markets, which enabled dealers holding warehoused collateral to re-use the collateral in the tri-party repo market. Infante (2019) presents a theoretical model where dealers re-use collateral to take advantage of differential haircuts required in two different repo markets in order to generate liquidity. My paper is the first to use BAPCPA as a shock to dealers’ ability to generate liquidity and increase leverage by taking advantage of differential haircuts in this way. I argue that some dealers were more affected than others. Within a narrow window around BAPCPA, I exploit differences in lending by dealers more exposed to the shock relative to those less exposed to the shock within the same mortgage company. I use this variation to establish how differential ability to lever affected the volume and riskiness of mortgage collateral that dealers invested in leading up to the Financial Crisis.

In Figure 1, I show new evidence that a proxy for dealers’ ability to lever themselves

---

1 The repo market consists of two segmented markets: the tri-party market and the bilateral market. These markets differ mainly by the participants who trade in them. The tri-party repo market is the market that connects dealers with nonbank cash investors such as money market funds (MMFs) and securities lenders. It is the way in which cash funding enters the shadow banking system through repo (Krishnamurthy, Nagel and Orlov (2014)). The bilateral repo market is a market through which funds are reallocated between dealers and between dealers and mortgage companies. Different overcollateralization or “haircuts” are charged in each market on the same collateral due to differing counterparty risk. Dealers sit in between these two markets and are able to re-use collateral received in one market for their own purposes in the other market. I will discuss the institutional background in more detail in section 2.
by re-using private-label mortgage collateral in the repo market tripled following BAPCPA and crashed when the bank runs on mortgage-backed securities (MBS) began. To establish which line item captured private-label mortgage collateral prior to the Financial Crisis, I hand linked the variables in the Federal Reserve’s survey data on primary dealers to the line items in the survey forms actually filled out by the dealers. I use pre-existing variation in a proxy for dealers’ holding of warehoused private-label mortgage collateral prior to the shock to capture heterogeneity in dealers’ ability to leverage themselves post shock. Following Khwaja and Mian (2008), I run a difference-in-differences analysis of the credit lines to a given mortgage company by more- versus less-exposed dealers. This setting allows me to isolate the dealer supply effect by controlling for mortgage company demand confounders. I establish that dealers who were differentially able to increase their leverage post shock increased their funding to mortgage companies by 29% relative to less-exposed dealers. I present suggestive evidence this was not a substitution from less-exposed to more-exposed dealers but an increase in total credit supply to mortgage companies. To do this, I establish that mortgage companies who were more dependent on treated dealers in the pre-period received a 13% increase in their total credit lines post shock relative to mortgage companies who were more dependent on control dealers.

To understand how the shock affected mortgage originations, I exploit variation in a county’s exposure to the mortgage companies that receive an above-median fraction of their funding from treated dealers pre-shock. I conduct a difference-in-differences analysis where I utilize variation in the county level market share of the treated mortgage companies in 2004, the year before the shock. Prior to the shock, I observe no statistical difference in mortgage characteristics between counties with low mortgage company market share versus counties with high market share. Post shock, I find that counties with higher treated mortgage company exposure increased their mortgage originations and originated riskier mortgages in response to the shock. I find that a 10% increase in treated mortgage company market share leads to an 8.7% increase in mortgage originations. Not only did the number of originations increase but the distribution of these originations significantly shifted toward balloon, adjustable-rate with artificially low introductory “teaser” rates, interest-only, negative amortizing, and non-owner-occupied mortgages. Shifting the composition of the mortgage market toward these mortgage products increased the risk in the market since these mortgages were more sensitive to interest rate resets and home prices (Foote, Gerardi, Goette and Willen (2008)).

I find that these risky mortgage originations contributed to the “last gasp” in the increase in originations, driving up home prices in the short run. However, these loans were the kinds of mortgages most vulnerable to defaults in the crisis. Within a five-month window around
the shock, a loan originated one month post shock in a county with a higher mortgage company market share was twice as likely to default relative to a loan originated in that county one month prior to the shock. Consistently, I find that a 10% increase in treated mortgage company market share led to a statistically significant increase in home prices of 9.5% during 2005-2006 and to a significant 19% decrease in home prices during 2007-2008.

My results suggest that the increase in home prices masked the increased risk of these new mortgages. Once home prices stopped rising, these mortgages were at a greater risk of negative equity and were very sensitive to interest rates. This increased likelihood of negative home equity created an environment where borrowers were more likely to default if home prices fell. I estimate the total increase in mortgage originations in response to BAPCPA and the total fraction of mortgage defaults that they comprised. I find that mortgage originations in response to BAPCPA were a relatively small fraction of total originations, between 2%-15% depending on assumptions. However, these mortgages comprised a large fraction of total defaults in the crisis. Among all mortgages originated during 2005-2006, I estimate that mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA account for 14%-66% of defaults depending on assumptions. This evidence sheds light on the puzzle of why 2006 and 2007 vintage mortgage loans were of worse quality than 2001-2005 mortgage loans even after controlling for borrower characteristics (Demyanyk and Van Hemert (2009), Ospina and Uhlig (2018)).

I argue that BAPCPA created a credit supply expansion to mortgage companies, incentivizing them to originate non-traditional mortgages in order to generate enough volume to meet demand in the repo market. Mian and Sufi (2018) attribute the boom and bust in home prices to housing speculation by “flippers,” or homebuyers purchasing investment properties. My paper explores who was funding these speculators during 2005 through early 2007. I show evidence that dealers’ increased ability to leverage themselves in the repo market post BAPCPA led them to fund riskier mortgage products. The dealers systematically loosened covenants on their credit lines to mortgage companies following the shock. Rather than increasing funding for lines collateralized by traditional mortgages, dealers increased funding for balloon, interest-only, 120-180 day delinquent mortgage collateral and for implicitly unsecured credit lines. This evidence suggests that dealers incentivized mortgage companies to originate mortgage products with low initial mortgage payments in order to make mortgages more affordable in an environment of rising home prices and interest rates. Increasing the supply of credit in this way attracted a riskier marginal homebuyer into the market - those purchasing homes as investment properties. My results complement Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl (2019), which shows that an expansion in non-bank lending offset the reduction in traditional bank lending caused by tightening of monetary policy during 2005-2006.

My paper sheds light on the open question of how relatively small losses on subprime
mortgages could cripple the entire financial system. My work provides empirical evidence that a change in the ability to re-use risky collateral in the repo markets in 2005 played a large role in destabilizing the financial system prior to the Financial Crisis, both by increasing the leverage of the most critically connected dealers and by increasing the fragility of the assets that they were trading. Most previous work on dealer leverage has focused on balance sheet liabilities, which do not capture re-used, or rehypothecated, collateral (Singh and Alam (2018)). Singh and Aitken (2010) shows that the re-use of collateral allowed the shadow banking system to be 50% more levered than standard estimates during 2007-2009.

My results suggest that BAPCPA caused an amplification effect by incentivizing both the inefficient substitution away from traditional forms of financing toward unstable short-term repo financing as well as the increased investment in risky mortgage products. As the mortgage companies originating the risky mortgages began to falter, they faced margin calls on their repo warehouse credit lines which forced them into bankruptcy. By early 2007, I observe the majority of mortgage companies in my sample fail and either get acquired by one of their dealer-lenders or declare bankruptcy. The bankruptcy filings in all cases were triggered by the mortgage company’s inability to meet margin calls or other requirements stipulated on their repo credit lines. I argue that these mortgage company failures decreased the amount of credit available to fund potential homebuyers, lowering demand for housing and exacerbating home price declines - precisely in the areas with heavy use of the mortgage products likely to default in the event of home price declines. The significant 19% decline in home prices that I estimate in counties more exposed to treated mortgage companies during 2007-2008 is consistent with this amplification effect. My work provides evidence that it was the 27 most central dealer-banks, who were disproportionately exposed to these mortgage defaults and mortgage company failures due to their role as warehouse lenders and their highly levered positions. In this way, my paper helps us understand how the relatively small losses on subprime mortgages disproportionately hit the foundation of the banking system.

My paper has implications for the exemption of automatic stay granted on mortgage-backed collateral. There is a legal literature (Edwards and Morrison (2005), Roe (2010), Skeel and Jackson (2012), Duffie and Skeel (2012), Morrison, Roe and Sontchi (2013)) and a theoretical literature (Bolton and Oehmke (2015)) that debates whether risky mortgage collateral backing repo agreements should be exempt from automatic stay. Morrison, Roe and Sontchi (2013) note that safe harbor for repurchase agreements was intended for collateral that maintains its price in a crisis. My paper is the first to show empirical evidence tying together the destabilizing effects of granting risky repo collateral safe harbor in bankruptcy. I show evidence that it incentivized large dealers to increase their use of unstable short-term financing and their investment in risky assets, which, as discussed in Merrill, Nadauld, Stulz
and Sherlund (2014), did not retain their price in the crisis.

My work also has implications for the Federal Reserve’s use of the tri-party market to conduct monetary policy. Although BAPCPA occurred relatively late in the housing boom, in late 1999 the Federal Reserve set up facilities in the tri-party market to begin purchasing mortgage pass-through securities. This likely had the same effect as the mechanism that I discuss in this paper by increasing demand for these securities in the tri-party market. This would allow dealers to increase their leverage by taking advantage of the wedge between the haircuts charged on the collateral in the repo markets and may have contributed to the housing boom in the early 2000s.

There is an existing literature that uses the BAPCPA policy change as a natural experiment. Srinivasan (2017) presents evidence that demand increased for private-label mortgage collateral in the tri-party repo market post shock. Ganduri (2016) uses BAPCPA to study moral hazard in the originate to distribute mortgage market. I innovate relative to this literature by proposing that BAPCPA enabled dealers to increase their leverage by encouraging the re-use of risky collateral in the repo market. By linking the dealers to the mortgage companies I establish that dealers passed a liquidity shock to the mortgage companies that they funded and increased their financing for riskier mortgage assets.

2 Institutional Background

In this paper, I study a shock that affected a specific collateral class in the repo markets. This shock is interesting because of the way that it was amplified by dealers operating across segments of the repo markets and was transmitted to the mortgage companies depending on them. I study the borrowing and lending of two main groups of players: dealers and independent mortgage companies (IMCs). This section is set up as follows: describe generally how dealers operate in the repo market; describe how mortgage companies depend on credit lines from dealers; explain how a policy change affected the interactions between these two groups of players; explain what the effects of the change were.

The repo markets allow participants to make repurchase agreements (repos) - secured short-term loans in which the collateral consists of financial assets. Repos are similar to collateralized loans but may qualify for different treatment in the case of bankruptcy. The repo markets are an important source of funding for dealers, and leading up to the Financial Crisis, for many independent mortgage companies. 

---

2I discuss this policy further in Appendix A.

estimate that during July-August 2008, the sum of all repos outstanding on a typical day was approximately $6.1 trillion. The sum of all reverse repos outstanding was about $4 trillion.\textsuperscript{4}

There are two segmented repo markets, the bilateral repo market and the tri-party repo market. The bilateral market is where opaque, less credit-worthy agents seek short-term funding. Cash borrowers in the bilateral repo market are riskier and face larger haircuts to protect the dealers lending to them. The tri-party market has historically been where more credit-worthy agents such as large dealers and cash investors borrow and lend. The tri-party market is known as the tri-party market because it has a clearing bank which is a third party to the cash borrower and cash lender. The clearing house provides several important roles including taking custody of the collateral used in a tri-party repo transaction and settling the transaction.\textsuperscript{5} Due to the traditionally safer participants in the tri-party market and the clearing bank facility, lower haircuts are required to borrow in this market than in the bilateral market.

The dealers operate in between the bilateral and tri-party markets. In practice, dealers could receive collateral in the bilateral market, where they lent funds to riskier players against securities at higher margins. In other words, cash borrowers in the bilateral market posted excess collateral with dealers to overcollateralize their borrowing. Dealers could borrow against this collateral in the tri-party market. By re-using the same underlying collateral, dealers could take advantage of the differential between haircuts in the bilateral and tri-party markets to generate liquidity for themselves. Infante (2019) provides a theoretical framework by which a dealer borrows and lends funds via repos, using the same underlying collateral provided by the cash borrower for both contracts. This is a process known as \textit{rehypothecation}, or the \textit{re-use} of collateral.

In order to operate, independent mortgage companies (IMCs) require large sums of money to originate mortgages. These mortgage companies follow a business model where they have only a small amount of equity and rely on large credit lines to originate mortgages. I observe twelve IMCs who report the lenders from whom they receive credit lines and the maximum amount of the credit lines. These were twelve of the largest public independent mortgage companies and generated approximately 15\% of all mortgage originations in 2005 using HMDA origination data.\textsuperscript{6} I establish, using my data, that they typically received a large

\textsuperscript{4}About 40\% of repo activity was in tri-party repos and the remaining 60\% was in bilateral repos. About 92\% of reverse repos took place in the bilateral market. Due to double counting, summing the total repo and reserve repo values may overstate the total size of the market. Copeland, Martin and Walker (2014) p. 2348.

\textsuperscript{5}Copeland, Martin and Walker (2014) p. 2350.

\textsuperscript{6}Based on Stanton, Walden and Wallace (2014)’s calculation of IMC originations plus their purchases from their correspondent lenders, the twelve IMCs account for approximately 10\% of all mortgage originations in
portion of this money in the form of "warehouse lines of credit" or "warehouse facility" loans from dealers.\(^7\) In turn, the IMC pledges mortgage loans to the warehouse lender as collateral.\(^8\) In my data, dealer funding makes up 60% of mortgage company assets on average.

I study the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005, BAPCPA. It was passed by Congress on April 14, 2005, signed into law by the president of the United States on April 20, 2005, and applied to bankruptcy cases after October 17, 2005. This shock exempted private-label mortgage collateral (PLS) from automatic stay in repo markets by expanding the definition of "repurchase agreement" to include the following additional instruments: (1) mortgage loans; (2) mortgage-related securities;\(^9\) (3) interests in mortgage-related securities or mortgage loans.\(^10\)

Automatic stay is the process by which a hold is placed on a firm’s assets when it enters bankruptcy proceedings. Prior to the law change, private-label mortgage collateral used in the repo markets would be subject to this hold if a mortgage company declared bankruptcy - meaning that the cash lender holding this collateral would need to return the collateral to the mortgage company while it reorganized itself in bankruptcy proceedings. The exemption from automatic stay meant that the cash lender holding the collateral would be the outright owner of the collateral even if the mortgage company declared bankruptcy.

I hypothesize that BAPCPA expanded the classes of collateral allowed in the tri-party market to include private-label mortgage collateral. Prior to BAPCPA, the dealers engaged in the re-use of collateral with liquid securities such as treasuries and agency mortgage-backed securities MBS. I present suggestive evidence that the use of private-label MBS for this kind of trade was limited before PLS was exempted from automatic stay. While PLS subject to automatic stay, if a counterparty declared bankruptcy, the collateral would need to be frozen under a temporary hold while the counterparty reorganized. Collateral in the tri-party market had to be held by a clearing house and prematurely freezing the collateral in the clearing house would create gridlock in the tri-party market. Market participants’

\(^7\)Seventeen out of the 22 primary dealers in 2005 were lending to the twelve IMCs whose data I observe. The primary dealers are a subset of broker dealers who deal directly with the government to make the market for newly issued US Treasuries. They are the most interconnected broker dealers. I observe that many of the mortgage companies were borrowing from the same large dealers, increasing the interconnectedness of the financial system.

\(^8\)HomeBanc 2005 10-Q3 p 101 of 173 states that: the repayment of these warehouse credit lines varied by contract but they were often repayable either when the loans financed by the facility were sold or on the maturity date of the warehouse facility contract.

\(^9\)As defined in section 3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

responses to two court cases, *Lombard-Wall* and *Criimi Mae*, where the court failed to grant repo collateral preferred bankruptcy status, suggest that collateral must be exempt from automatic stay in order for cash lenders to lend against it in the tri-party market.\(^\text{11}\)\(^\text{12}\)

After the shock, the last holder of the collateral owned it outright, making cash lenders in the repo markets senior claimants on the private-label mortgage collateral they held. Cash lenders in the tri-party market would be considered the outright owner of the collateral once they took custody of it from the dealer. They would not have to worry about the assets being frozen in the clearing house if a counterparty declared bankruptcy. I argue that this mitigated concerns about a counterparty’s credit risk, making the cash lenders more willing to lend against private-label collateral. The cash lenders would need only to rely on the underlying value of the collateral, increasing demand for it in the tri-party market.

This increased demand in the tri-party market was important because it made a riskier collateral class more liquid. The literature shows that differences in haircuts between the bilateral and tri-party market can be large for riskier collateral classes (*Copeland, Martin and Walker* (2014), *Infante* (2019)). Due to these relatively larger differences in haircuts the liquidity generation potential for dealers re-using riskier assets was larger than it was for safer assets. The re-use of collateral to exploit differential haircuts between repo markets creates a money multiplier effect. Therefore adding a riskier asset class to the allowable collateral in the tri-party market would make a larger money multiplier possible. For example, in July 2008 the difference between median repo haircuts on private-label collateralized mortgage obligations across the bilateral and tri-party repo market was 17% - whereas the difference between median repo haircuts on agency MBS across these two markets was 2% at this

\(^{11}\)Lombard-Wall, a 1982 bankruptcy court decision, decided the repo collateral buyer (cash lender) would be subject to automatic stay. The following comments suggest that market participants were concerned that if collateral were subject to automatic stay in the repo market, the repo market would be scared of grid-lock in a collateral class and limit the use of that collateral class for secured borrowing. Congressman Walter Fauntroy, one of the sponsors of the repo exemption from automatic stay in 1984, reported that Lombard-Wall alarmed market participants, magnifying their uncertainty and slowing the growth of repos (statement of Del. Walter Fauntroy). An industry witness, Robert Brown, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Public Securities Association, stated that the decision “create[d] a risk of market ‘grid-lock.’” See Bankruptcy Law and Repurchase Agreements: Hearing on H.R. 2852 and H.R. 3418 Before the Subcomm. of Monopolies & Commercial Law of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th Cong. 61 (1984), at 19 and at 84.

\(^{12}\)Criimi Mae was a highly levered Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that funded itself using repo loans from dealers in the bilateral repurchase market. Criimi Mae filed for protection from its repo lenders under Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Code. Contrary to the expectations of the market, in 2000, the court ruled that the repo collateral that Criimi Mae had posted was not an outright sale and would therefore be subject to automatic stay. This meant that the dealers did not have a senior claim on the collateral and could not seize it while Criimi Mae reorganized itself in bankruptcy. See: Kirkpatrick, David D. “Criimi Mae Seeks Bankruptcy Protection in a Blow to Commercial-Mortgage Debt.” The Wall Street Journal, 6 Oct. 1998, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB907629811575386000. Schroeder (2002) states that this ruling profoundly disturbed the repo industry because it set the precedent that mortgage repo collateral would not receive preferred bankruptcy status. See: Schroeder (2002) p. 567.
time. For example, if the haircut in the bilateral market was 22%, for each dollar that a
dealer lent in the bilateral market, she would receive 1.22 dollars in private-label mortgage
collateral. If the haircut on the same collateral in the tri-party market was 5%, she could
re-use this collateral in the tri-party market to receive 1.17 dollars cash, thereby creating an
extra $0.17 for each dollar with which she started.

A report from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) states that, by 2008,
there had been a relaxation in the asset classes used as collateral:

[C]onditions in 2008 [became] particularly precarious [due to] the resort to less
liquid collateral in repo agreements ... . Originally focused on the highest quality
collateral - Treasury and Agency debt - repo transactions by 2008 were making
use of below-investment-grade corporate debt and equities and even whole loans
and trust receipts. This shift toward less liquid collateral increased the risks
attending a crisis in the market since, in the event of a crisis, selling off these
securities would likely take time and occur at a significant loss.14

I study the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s weekly survey of primary dealers (FR
2004) to better understand the dealers’ role as intermediaries between the tri-party and bi-
lateral repo markets. This survey data captures dealers’ secured financing positions. The
primary dealers report the total amount of cash received (securities out) and cash lent (se-
curities in).15 In Figure 1, I follow Infante (2019) and calculate the difference between
securities out and securities in to proxy for the total amount of cash the dealer generates
through their secured financing activity in the collateral class “Corporate Securities,” which
includes “Private-Label Mortgage Backed Securities.” This proxy suggests that dealers’ gen-
eration of cash using PLS more than triples following BAPCPA until the run on Northern

At the time, accounting for repo transactions was governed by Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 140 (“SFAS 140”). SFAS 140 allowed repos to be accounted for
as either a secured loan or as a sale of assets based on certain qualifying criteria. One of the
criteria requires that in a sale of assets the transferor surrenders control over the assets. The
transferor has surrendered control over transferred assets if and only if all of the following
conditions are met:

1. The transferred assets have been isolated from the transferor; put presumptively be-

---

15Securities out and securities in include repos/securities lending and reverse repos/securities borrowing,
yond the reach of the transferor and its creditors, even in bankruptcy or other receivership;

2. Each transferee has the right to pledge or exchange the assets it received;

3. The transferor does not maintain effective control over the transferred assets.16

By granting repos backed by private-label mortgage collateral preferred bankruptcy treatment, BAPCPA enabled private-label mortgage collateral to be accounted for as a sale of the asset by fulfilling (1) above. Treating a repo as a sale would remove the assets from dealer’s balance sheet. By combining this accounting treatment with dealers’ ability to re-use collateral in the tri-party repo market, I conjecture that BAPCPA allowed dealers to increase leverage in such a way that the underlying risk was not apparent on dealers’ balance sheets.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Prior to the law change, dealers had been financing IMCs via warehouse lines of credit. Morrison, Roe and Sontchi (2013) states that “indeed, the predecessor to the mortgage repo was the warehouse secured loan.” 17 Post BAPCPA, in order to take advantage of the protected bankruptcy status granted to mortgage collateral under repurchase agreements, the data suggests that dealers began changing the format of their funding lines to repurchase agreements. Post shock, I observe the language in the quarterly filings of the IMCs that I study change from “warehouse lines of credit” to “warehouse repurchase facilities.” This language change happens for the same credit line, from the same dealer, for the same amount of credit. In its 2005 annual report, American Home Mortgage Investment Trust, an independent mortgage company, added the following statement which was not in its 2004 annual report:

“Our borrowings under repurchase agreements may qualify for special treatment under the bankruptcy code, giving our lenders the ability to avoid the automatic stay provisions of the bankruptcy code and to take possession of and liquidate our collateral under the repurchase agreements without delay in the event that we file for bankruptcy.”18


The independent mortgage companies operated in the bilateral repo market in order to receive this funding.\textsuperscript{19}

**Figure 2** (a) Depicts a dealer’s lending to a mortgage company prior to the shock. The dealer would receive repo collateral from the IMC but the collateral was not very liquid prior to the shock, so the dealer would hold the collateral off balance sheet. Post shock is shown in (b), once the collateral became more liquid, the dealer would make the same trade with the initial mortgage company in figure (a) except now, the dealer re-uses the same collateral to borrow her own funds in the tri-party market. In this way, she creates a collateral windfall for herself of $17.

\textbf{[Figure 2 about here.]}

According to my hypothesis, post shock, the dealer’s effective leverage constraint would have been loosened because she had an additional collateral class that she could re-use. By reinvesting her new liquidity back into mortgage collateral, the dealer could take advantage of a feedback loop. For each dollar that she reinvested in PLS, she could generate more than a dollar by taking advantage of the wedge between haircuts in the bilateral and tri-party repo markets. In the sections that follow, I discuss empirical evidence for the propagation of the shock to the mortgage market through each step of the lending chain depicted in Figure 2.

\section*{3 Data}

In this paper I study the amplification of a credit supply shock through a chain of lending involving participants in the repo markets including cash lenders such as money market funds (MMFs), dealers, and independent mortgage companies (IMCs). In order to study how the shocked was passed through a chain of lending in the repo markets, I study micro-level data at various steps of the intermediation process. I study dealer trading data, hand collected data on dealer credit lines to mortgage companies, and mortgage company lending data. Below I describe the structure of this data, the construction of key variables and the representativeness of the data.

\footnote{Almost all of the IMCs that I observe classify as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). Using a snapshot of data from early 2015, Baklanova, Caglio, Cipriani, Copeland et al. (2016) finds that REITs enter into the bilateral repo market to secure funding.}
3.1 Dealer Data

3.1.1 Dealer Borrowing Data

To study the funding of the dealers, I use the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Statistical Release (FR 2004). There are limited data sources that track dealer activity prior to 2007. Copeland, Martin and Walker (2014) report statistics from the tri-party repurchase market as early as 2008. Baklanova, Copeland and McCaughrin (2015) states that there is limited data available for the repo markets prior to the Financial Crisis. I use the FR 2004 data to measure primary dealers’ aggregate trading activity by collateral class. The primary dealers are the largest and most interconnected dealers in the repo market and their trading activity is likely to be representative of trading activity in the repo markets as a whole. Copeland, Martin and Walker (2014) states that primary dealers made up 79% of all dealer activity in the tri-party repo market in July and August 2008 and the authors assume that this percentage holds across the total repo markets.

To my knowledge, mine is the first paper to study the primary dealers’ use of private-label mortgage collateral (PLS) to fund themselves using this data. One reason that I do not believe this data has been used previously to study dealers’ trading in private-label MBS is because this collateral class is included in the line item “corporate securities” prior to 2013.\(^{20}\) In Appendix B, for reference, I decompose corporate securities into the collateral classes that it is comprised of using more recent data. Furthermore, there is no external data dictionary for this data outside the Federal Reserve. Therefore, I hand match the FR 2004 time series to the survey instructions given to the FR 2004 survey respondents in order to create a time series of total dealer holdings and financing aggregated across primary dealers. This data contains primary dealer financing activity within a given collateral class in a given week. I study the variable “securities out.” Securities out represents the value of primary dealer secured borrowing.\(^{21}\) I study the primary dealers’ securities out reported for both agency MBS and corporate securities relative to total securities out. This allows me to understand how dealers changed their use of private-label MBS collateral to raise secured funding in response to BAPCPA.

3.1.2 Dealer Treatment Assignment Data

I utilize heterogeneity in dealer exposure to BAPCPA in order to causally identify the effect of the shock on dealer lending to mortgage companies. To assign dealers to the treatment


\(^{21}\) Infante (2019) p. 46.
and control groups, I proxy for dealers’ holdings of private-label MBS prior to BAPCPA using data from CoreLogic ABS database and Inside Mortgage Finance’s Mortgage Market Statistical Annual. This data is used to compute the total value of subprime residential mortgage-backed securitization deals underwritten by financial institution. I scale the total value of deals by total assets for each underwriter (dealer).\textsuperscript{22} I assign dealers in the top quartile of the scaled value of deals underwritten to the treatment group.

### 3.2 Data Linking Dealers to Mortgage Companies

I hand collect data on the warehouse lines of credit of twelve of the largest public independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in 2005. I collect this data from their quarterly and annual filings between 2004Q3 to 2006Q3. These IMCs make up about 15% of total IMC mortgage originations in the HMDA data by number of originations in 2005. This data reports the lender on each credit line as well as the maximum credit line available at the quarterly level. I use this data to link independent mortgage companies to the dealers who were lending to them. My data allows me to probe deeper into independent mortgage company funding than has thus far been possible. I find that the mortgage company warehouse lines of credit were all funded by dealers largely via warehouse repurchase facilities in the bilateral repo market. These credit lines make up 61% of mortgage company assets on average. This data allows me to study whether dealers passed a credit supply shock on to the mortgage companies that they funded by conducting a within mortgage company, across dealer analysis of dealers’ changes in funding in response to BAPCPA. This setting enables me to analyze whether treated dealers increase their lending to a mortgage company relative to control dealers lending to the same mortgage company.

### 3.3 Mortgage Market Data

I conduct a county level analysis where I study the effect of independent mortgage company market share in a given county on mortgage characteristics in that county pre and post BAPCPA. I rely on the HMDA data definition of originators as independent mortgage companies if they underwrite and fund a loan in their own name.

\textsuperscript{22}This measure was taken from Nadauld and Sherlund (2013) p. 457 and updated with information from the CoreLogic ABS database and Inside Mortgage Finance’s Mortgage Market Statistical Annual to compute the value of subprime deals underwritten by a dealer. I am very grateful to Shane Sherlund for his help calculating this measure. I scaled the value of subprime deals underwritten by each dealer by total assets of either the holding company of the dealer or the total assets of the dealer itself when a dealer was not part of a larger holding company.
3.3.1 HMDA Data

The HMDA data are loan application-level data constructed from disclosure reports submitted by mortgage lenders.\textsuperscript{23} These data include various characteristics of the loan and applicant including the originator of the loan. However, the public version of the data only reports the year that a loan is created. I use these data to construct the county level market share of independent mortgage companies in 2004, the year prior to the shock. This exposure measure allows me to study how county level mortgage characteristics vary pre and post the policy change as a function of the county’s exposure to mortgage companies affected by the shock. I calculate the IMC market share as the number of mortgage originations originated by IMCs in a county relative to the total number of mortgages originated in that county in 2004. I calculate the market share variable both for all IMCs as well as for a subset of the IMCs who I will designated as “treated IMCs” and I will use these measures to conduct two parallel analyses.

To calculate IMC market share, I use the crosswalk maintained by Robert Avery to match subsidiaries belonging to the same parent company\textsuperscript{24} to identify the originator of a given mortgage loan. This allows me to aggregate all mortgages originated by subsidiaries of the same parent company. I use the HMDA data to identify which originators were IMCs.\textsuperscript{25} I then aggregate the total number of mortgage originations originated by IMCs in a given county and divide it by the total number of all mortgage originations in that county. I also construct the IMC county level market share in 2004 based on value of mortgage originations and the results are similar.

To study total mortgage originations as well as purchase and refinance mortgages at the county month level, I merge IMC county market share onto the HMDA data reported at the county month level.\textsuperscript{26}

3.3.2 CoreLogic Data

I use the CoreLogic Loan Level Market Analytics (LLMA) data to study county level mortgage characteristics of the mortgages originated by IMCs pre and post BAPCPA. The LLMA contain detailed information on mortgage characteristics at origination as well as monthly performance data for a large sample of anonymized borrowers. CoreLogic collects this data

\textsuperscript{23}https://www.ffiec.gov/hmda/hmdaproducts.htm
\textsuperscript{24}Available upon request at Robert.Avery@fhfa.gov.
\textsuperscript{25}I merge the public HMDA data with the subset of confidential HMDA data that I have in order to identify IMCs using the TYPE variable in the confidential data. I merge the TYPE variable onto the public HMDA data using the mortgage originator identifiers (HM5RID and CODE).
\textsuperscript{26}Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
from 25 of the largest mortgage servicers in the United States. The LLMA data track approximately 5.7 million mortgages each year and in a typical year include 45% of mortgages originated in the US over the sample period (2003-2008). I use variables captured in the LLMA origination data that record a loan’s initial interest rate and occupancy status as well as whether a loan is a balloon mortgage, a negative amortization mortgage, or an adjustable rate mortgage (ARM). I aggregate these statistics up to the county level and merge the IMC county market share. This allows me to analyze the effect of 2004 IMC county market share on changes in loan characteristics in response to BAPCPA 2005.

I use the mortgage monthly performance data over the life of a loan in order to study whether a loan enters default at some point in its lifetime. I use the variable “mba_delinquency_status” which records the status of the borrower’s payments on the loan in accordance with the Mortgage Bankers’ Association (MBA) standards including indicators for foreclosure, bankruptcy, and REO. REO stands for Real Estate Owned properties, which are home properties that have been seized by banks or other lenders from borrowers who are unable to pay their mortgages.

3.4 Home Price Data

In order to study the effect of BAPCPA on home prices at the county level, I use the county level Zillow Home Value Index (ZHVI). ZVHI is a time series tracking the monthly median home value in a particular county across the sample period.

4 Credit Supply Shock Transmission

This section walks through how the shock was transmitted through each step of the intermediation chain in the repo markets depicted in Figure 2. I document how BAPCPA changed each of the connections in the rehypothecation chain and provide empirical evidence that these changes resulted in a credit supply shock to the mortgage market.

4.1 Dealer Liquidity Shock (Tri-party Market)

I hypothesize that BAPCPA increased dealers’ ability to leverage themselves by enabling them to re-use collateral posted by the mortgage companies in the bilateral market in order to raise funding for themselves in the tri-party market. In Figure 2, I create a diagram in which I illustrate the change pre and post shock in a dealer’s ability to re-use capital received in the bilateral market in order to raise funding for herself in the tri-party market. I propose that prior to the shock, private-label mortgage collateral was not widely accepted as collateral in the tri-party market because it was subject to automatic stay. I argue that automatic
stay on the collateral made the clearing house reluctant to hold the collateral since if a counterparty defaulted, the clearing house would not own the collateral outright and would need to wait for the bankruptcy court to decide who received ownership of the collateral. I argue that BAPCPA increased demand for private-label mortgage collateral in the tri-party market by exempting the collateral from automatic stay - making the clearing house willing to hold the collateral since they would own it outright if a counterparty defaulted. Increasing demand for this collateral in the tri-party market would increase dealers’ ability to re-use collateral that they received in the bilateral market in order to borrow funds in the tri-party market.

Data for the primary dealers support the assumption that dealers were more able to use private-label mortgage collateral to borrow secured funding in the tri-party market post shock. The primary dealers make the market for newly issued government securities and are among the largest and most connected dealers. They also make up the majority of lenders to the twelve mortgage companies in my sample.

To study these dealers, I use the FR 2004 weekly data aggregated across all primary dealers at the collateral-class level. I use the corporate securities collateral class, which includes private-label mortgage backed collateral, as a proxy for dealers’ use of private-label mortgage collateral. The use of private-label mortgage collateral in the repo markets was at an all time high between 2002 and 2007 so private-label mortgage collateral is likely to account for a large portion of the corporate securities line item. In Appendix B, for reference, I decompose corporate securities into the collateral classes that it is comprised of using more recent data. There were no significant changes that affected the other collateral classes that comprised corporate securities around the time of BAPCPA. The FR 2004 data reports the primary dealers’ aggregate activity in both the tri-party and bilateral repo markets.

In order to study the link between dealers and large cash lenders such as money market funds in Figure 2, I study the securities out line item, which represents securities lent (cash borrowed), for both agency MBS collateral and private-label mortgage collateral pre and post shock. Securities out proxies for the total amount of secured funding that primary dealers receive by collateral class. In Figure 3, I plot the line items Agency MBS and private-label MBS in the FR 2004 data each as a fraction of total securities out. Agency MBS

\[27\] Due to data limitations, I am only able to show this evidence for a subset of dealers - the primary dealers, for whom the Federal Reserve collects transaction data.

\[28\] Agency MBS is comprised of Federal Agency and GSE MBS in the FR 2004 data.

was exempted from automatic stay in 1984 so it was not affected by BAPCPA. Figure 3 examines the fraction of total borrowing that dealers borrowed against agency mortgage collateral relative to private-label mortgage collateral. Prior to the shock the fraction of total securities out that dealers pledged as agency MBS and as private-label MBS moved in parallel and remained stable. Figure 3 shows that prior to the shock, private-label mortgage collateral consisted of only about 6% of primary dealers’ secured borrowing. This suggests that prior to the shock, a constant fraction of the total funding that dealers raised in the tri-party market was backed by agency and private-label collateral.

After the shock however, in April and then October 2005, the primary dealers began increasing their use of private-label mortgage collateral as a fraction of total securities out relative to their use of agency MBS. The fraction of total securities out comprised of private-label mortgage collateral increased steeply until mid 2007 - suggesting that dealers were increasing their use of this collateral post shock to secure their borrowing in the tri-party market. Over this time, private-label mortgage collateral as a fraction of total securities sent out nearly doubled from about 6% to close to 12% and its value almost doubled from $247 billion in March 2005 to $466 billion in July 2007. This evidence is consistent with the idea that granting private-label mortgage collateral preferred bankruptcy treatment increased demand for it in the tri-party market,\textsuperscript{30} making it easier for dealers to pledge as collateral to raise funding. I propose that this policy change therefore increased the dealers’ ability to finance themselves with this form of collateral.

\[ \log(\text{SecuritiesOut}_{i,t}) = \beta_1 Post_t + \beta_2 \text{PLSIndicator}_i + \beta_3 Post_t \times \text{PLSIndicator}_i + \epsilon_{i,t} \quad (1) \]

In Table 1, I run a regression to test the statistical significance of dealers’ increased use of private-label MBS to borrow. I present the results of the difference-in-differences regression specified in Equation 1 over the period January 1, 2001 through July 31, 2007 on weekly data. log(\text{SecuritiesOut}_{i,t}) is the log of the value of aggregate securities out for collateral class \( i \) at time \( t \). \( Post_t \) is an indicator variable that is equal to zero prior to April 15, 2005 and equal to one on this date and later. \( \text{PLSIndicator}_i \) is an indicator term that is equal to one for private-label MBS collateral and zero for agency MBS collateral. The coefficient on the interaction term predicts a statistically significant 18.6% increase in private-label MBS securities out relative to agency MBS securities out in the post period.

Student loan-backed, Automobile loan-backed, Other Asset Backed Securities.

\textsuperscript{30}\textit{Infante} (2019) p. 44 states that the dealers are likely to be cash borrowers (securities lenders), in the tri-party market.
In Figure 2, I depict the change in dealers’ ability to re-use the collateral posted by a mortgage company prior to BAPCPA in (a) versus after BAPCPA in (b). Prior to the shock, I argue that the mortgage collateral that dealers held, against their credit lines to fund mortgage companies, was not able to be re-used in the tri-party market. It was simply held as illiquid collateral, with limited re-investment capability, to protect dealers from the credit risk of the mortgage companies. After the policy change, I propose that dealers now had the ability to re-use the collateral in the tri-party market. In Figure 2 (b), I depict dealers’ ability to re-use collateral that they received from mortgage companies to raise funding after the policy change. I propose that post shock, the dealers could generate liquidity by taking advantage of the differential between the haircuts that they charged to the mortgage companies in the bilateral market and the haircuts that they were charged in the tri-party market.

Prior to the shock, I observe the dealers in my data requiring the mortgage companies to overcollateralize credit lines with 136% (a 36% haircut) of a line’s value in mortgage collateral. Post shock, the overcollateralization required on the same credit lines fell to around 125% (a 25% haircut). I hypothesize that prior to the shock, use of the collateral in the tri-party market was limited - corresponding to near infinite haircuts. Post shock, the haircuts required in tri-party market were much lower since the dealers were considered more credit worthy market participants and since the collateral would be held by a clearing house. The earliest data that I can find on the haircuts charged in the tri-party market are from Copeland, Martin and Walker (2014). The authors report that the tri-party market required 105% overcollateralization on borrowing against mortgage collateral in July of 2008 (a 5% haircut) - I expect haircuts post BAPCPA until July 2008 to be close to 5% or lower. This created a 20% differential in haircuts that the dealer could capture post shock.

I argue that prior to the policy change, the dealer starts with $100 of cash that she lends to a mortgage company and receives $136 of illiquid collateral that she holds to protect herself from the mortgage company’s credit risk and opacity of operations. Post shock, I hypothesize that the dealer is now able to re-use the $136 of mortgage collateral that she received from the mortgage company by posting it in the tri-party market to borrow $130. In this way, post shock, I propose that the dealer is able to start with $100 of liquid cash and end with $130 of liquid cash. The extra $30 of cash would lower dealers’ cost of financing inventory and could be used for additional investment opportunities. I propose that the dealer would increase its investment in private-label mortgage collateral to capture the multiplier effect created by the differential haircuts. This would increase a dealer’s leverage, since she could increase her use of debt in the tri-party repo market to increase investment.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{31}Consider the stylized example of a dealer with $100 in capital. This dealer can use its capital to buy $136 of mortgage collateral by lending $100 to a mortgage company via repurchase agreements in the bilateral repo market. The dealer can then re-sell this collateral as repos out in the tri-party market to obtain
There are several ways in which dealers could increase investment in PLS collateral, for example: (a) by decreasing haircuts that they required on mortgage collateral in the bilateral market; (b) by walking down the quality curve on the types of mortgage collateral that they funded; and (c) by lowering the interest rate on their credit lines to mortgage companies. These would all translate into increased funding to mortgage companies so I will focus on an increased value of credit lines that dealers sent to mortgage companies in this section. I also find preliminary evidence that dealers decreased the haircuts that they required on the mortgage collateral that they funded from 36% pre shock to 25% post shock as I depict in Figure 2 (b). In Figure 7, I present anecdotal evidence that dealers decreased interest rates on their credit lines to mortgage companies. Consistent with dealers walking down the quality curve on the types of mortgage collateral that they funded, I will show suggestive evidence that dealers loosened the covenants that they required on their credit lines. In section 5, I will also conduct a county level analysis where I analyze the characteristics of originations by the mortgage companies affected by the shock. I find evidence that post shock, there is a statistically significant increase in riskier originations among mortgage companies exposed to dealer funding.

In order to empirically study whether dealers passed this increased liquidity on to the mortgage companies that they were lending to, I utilize heterogeneity among dealers’ exposure to private-label mortgage collateral at the time of the shock. Although the shock affected the entire repo market, I assume that dealers who were holding more private-label mortgage collateral at the time of the shock would experience a greater liquidity shock. A larger previously illiquid fraction of their assets would become liquid - allowing them to differentially increase their leverage. I argue that dealers who underwrote more private-label MBS deals in 2004 would have had a disproportionately higher holding of PLS at the time of the policy change. Due to their greater liquidity, I expect these dealers to differentially increase their investment in the mortgage companies that they fund.

To calculate which dealers would be the most exposed to the shock, I study the value of subprime MBS deals underwritten by dealers in 2004. Adelino, Gerardi and Hartman-Glaser (2019) provides a description of the kinds of mortgages that make up the private-label market. Generally this market was comprised of “near prime” and “subprime” mortgages. Therefore I assume that dealers who underwrote a larger value of subprime MBS in 2004 had a larger exposure to private-label MBS collateral, I will define these dealers as treated. These dealers were likely to experience a greater relaxation of their leverage constraint at the time of the policy change since they would have more private-label mortgage collateral available to re-pledge in order to receive secured financing. I define these treated dealers to be those who were in the top quartile of value of subprime MBS cash. If the margin on the repo in the tri-party market is 4.6%, the dealer can receive $130 in cash. The dealer can invest this cash in more mortgage collateral by lending to mortgage companies via repurchase agreements, and resell the collateral in the tri-party repo market. Assuming the same margin, the dealer now receives $169 in cash in this way. Continuing this process, the dealer can support total lending to mortgage companies many times its initial $100 of capital. The formula to find the value of the total lending is \(1 + 1.3 + 1.3^2 + ... = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} 1.3^i\), which diverges to infinity.
underwritten in 2004 scaled by total assets of the dealer holding company in 2004. The control dealers are the dealers in the bottom three quartiles of subprime MBS underwritten in 2004. In Table 2, I present descriptive statistics showing that the treated and control dealers had similar total assets, equity, and liabilities during the pre-period.

[Table 2 about here.]

4.2 Dealer Lending to Mortgage Companies (Bilateral Market)

4.2.1 Dealer Lending to Mortgage Companies - Causal Evidence

In order to causally identify the extent to which dealers passed their liquidity supply shock on to mortgage companies, I utilize a within mortgage company, across dealer empirical strategy similar to Khwaja and Mian (2008). I exploit the fact that the mortgage companies in my data borrow from multiple dealers simultaneously. I estimate how much a treated dealer increases her lending to a mortgage company post shock relative to an untreated dealer lending to the same company within a tight window around the shock. The shock occurred on April 2005 and October 2005, I estimate the change in lending by treated dealers relative to untreated dealers from 2004Q3 to 2006Q3. All dealers will eventually be affected by the shock since BAPCPA affected repo at the national level, however the identifying assumption that I make is that dealers who have a larger fraction of their balance sheet exposed to private label mortgage collateral will be differentially affected immediately following the shock.

The dealer lending channel (supply channel) is typically difficult to estimate because supply shocks are often correlated with demand shocks. Both supply and demand shocks will affect the dealer lending volumes that I want to measure. In order to identify the supply effect, it is important that I control for changes in mortgage company demand for credit. If the dealers who receive a positive credit supply shock due to BAPCPA lend more to IMCs, a concern for identification is that the IMCs to whom they lend are more productive and thus demand more credit. In order to control for this, I collect a panel dataset of the warehouse credit lines received by twelve of the largest public IMCs from 2004Q3 to 2006Q3. Each of these IMCs receives warehouse funding from three or more dealers.

\[\text{This measure was taken from Nadauld and Sherlund (2013) p. 457 and updated with information from the CoreLogic ABS database and Inside Mortgage Finance’s Mortgage Market Statistical Annual to compute the value of subprime deals underwritten by a dealer. I am very grateful to Shane Sherlund for his help calculating this measure. I scaled the value of subprime deals underwritten by each dealer to total assets of either the holding company of the dealer or the total assets of the dealer itself when a dealer was not part of a larger holding company.}\]

\[\text{I find that the dealers lending to the Independent Mortgage Companies between 2004Q3 to 2006Q3 are largely primary dealers. For example 17 out of 22 of the primary dealers in 2005 were lending to the IMCs in my sample.}\]

\[\text{Most IMCs in the sample become public in mid 2004 thus I am only able to observe data for the IMCs via their public filings beginning in third quarter of 2004.}\]
Following Khwaja and Mian (2008), I run the difference-in-differences regression in Equation 2 where I regress the log dollar value of the credit line from a dealer to an IMC on an indicator for post BAPCPA, an indicator for whether the line was funded by a shocked dealer, and their interaction term. The unit of observation is a credit line extended by a given dealer to a given IMC. The post period is 2005Q2 - 2006Q3. In my regression, I include $IMC \times Quarter$ fixed effects (FE) so that I compare the lending volumes of a treated dealer to that of an untreated dealer both lending to the same IMC pre and post BAPCPA. Including IMC fixed effects enables me to examine changes in the credit lines offered by shocked dealers versus those offered by unshocked dealers immediately following the policy change. The FE approach tests whether the same IMC borrowing from two different dealers experiences a larger increase in lending from a dealer who is more exposed to the credit supply shock.

My regression specification allows me to estimate how the dealers passed their liquidity shock on to the IMCs post BAPCPA. By studying the increase in value of credit lines offered by shocked dealers relative to unshocked dealers within an IMC, I tease out the increase in credit supplied to an IMC that is caused by the shock to dealer collateral. In addition to $IMC \times Quarter FE$ to control for IMC demand confounders, I include $Dealer FE$ to control for unobserved dealer heterogeneity that may be constant overtime. This setting allows me to isolate the increase in credit supply that was caused by BAPCPA. I run the following regression specification:

$$\log(\text{CreditLine}_{i,j,t}) = \gamma_{i,t} + \eta_j + \beta Post_{t} \times Treated\ Dealer_j + \epsilon_{i,j,t}$$ (2)

Where $\log(\text{CreditLine}_{i,j,t})$ is the log of the credit line extended to IMC $i$ by dealer $j$ at quarter $t$. $Treated\ Dealer_j$ is an indicator variable that equals one for treated dealers - those who were in the top quartile of underwriters for Subprime Residential Mortgage-Backed Securitized deals in 2004 as defined in the previous section. I argue that these dealers were more active in private-label MBS securitization pre-shock and held more of this collateral as a fraction of total assets. I assume that this made dealers differentially advantaged after the shock since a larger fraction of their total assets would have become liquid post shock. $Post_t$ is an indicator variable that equals one for the second quarter of 2005 and later - since BAPCPA was passed in April 2005 - and zero otherwise. $\beta$ is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction term that equals one for treated dealers in the post period. The coefficient on $Post_t \times Treated\ Dealer_j$ measures the difference in lending between treated and untreated dealers after the shock less the difference between the two before the shock. Since the liquidity shock occurs at the dealer level, changes in credit lines from the same dealer may be correlated. I observe 27 dealers lending to the IMCs in my sample. I cluster my standard errors at the dealer level. $\gamma_{i,t}$ contains fixed effects for $IMC_i \times Quarter_t$ and $\eta_j$ contains fixed effects for each $Dealer_j$. These fixed effects allow me to control for demand shocks to the IMCs by holding the IMC constant and studying changes to IMC credit lines offered by shocked and unshocked dealers within a given IMC pre and post shock. Table 3 presents the
FE specification with a total of twelve IMCs and 539 credit lines extended to the IMCs from the dealers between 2004Q3 and 2006Q3. The results indicate a large dealer lending channel effect. Being a treated dealer is associated with a 28.9% increase in lending relative to untreated dealers post shock. The $\text{IMC}_i \times \text{Quarter}_t$ fixed effects absorb time-varying firm-specific factors, including firm specific credit demand shocks. The results suggest that immediately after BAPCPA passed, dealers who were more exposed to private-label mortgage collateral prior to the shock differentially increased their lending to IMCs.\footnote{The credit lines are measured as warehouse lines of credit and warehouse repurchase facilities reported in the IMCs’ annual and quarterly reports.}

In Figure 4, I trace out the response of dealer volume of lending to IMCs overtime. In Equation 3, I run the dynamic version of Equation 2. I plot the coefficient on an indicator variable that interacts dealer treatment with an indicator for each quarter pre and post the shock. The indicator variable is set to zero in 2005Q1, the quarter before BAPCPA was passed. This figure shows that prior to BAPCPA, treated and untreated dealers’ lending volume to IMCs is similar. Post BAPCPA, however, the shocked dealers begin to lend differentially more than untreated dealers within a given IMC. In the following section, I will present suggestive evidence that mortgage companies were not substituting their borrowing away from untreated dealers and toward treated dealers post shock but rather supply of credit overall was increasing.

$$\log(\text{CreditLine}_{i,j,t}) = \gamma_{i,t} + \eta_j + \sum_T \beta_T \text{Treated Dealer}_{j} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{i,j,t} \quad (3)$$

The fixed effects strategy that I use does not require that dealer liquidity supply shocks and IMC demand shocks are uncorrelated since the mortgage company fixed effects will absorb any mortgage company demand shocks. One potential concern however is that the BAPCPA shock to dealer liquidity was anticipated so that dealers could adjust their lending to IMCs prior to the law change. If there was an adjustment due to anticipation, this would bias my results downward since treated dealers should increase their lending relative to untreated dealers in the pre-period, not only in the post-period. That said, there does not appear to be any anticipation in the pre-trends plotted in Figure 4. If the shock was anticipated, I would expect to see the treated dealers increase their lending to IMCs prior to 2005Q2, however Figure 4 represents the coefficient on $\log(\text{Credit Line}_{i,j,t})$ extended to the IMCs and it does not seem to be trending up in the pre-period.
4.2.2 Dealer Lending to Mortgage Companies - Suggestive Evidence

In the previous section, I established that following BAPCPA, mortgage companies’ borrowing from treated dealers increased relative to their borrowing from untreated dealers. I present evidence that the effect is not that mortgage companies substitute away from untreated dealers toward treated dealers, but that there is an overall credit supply expansion following BAPCPA. To establish this, I break these twelve IMCs into two groups, “treated IMCs” - the six mortgage companies that receive an above median fraction of their warehouse credit lines from shocked dealers and “untreated IMCs” - the six that receive a below median fraction of their warehouse credit lines from shocked dealers during the pre-treatment period. I present descriptive statistics of the treated versus control IMCs in Table 4. I find that there is no significant difference between treated and control mortgage companies pre-treatment.

\[ \text{Table 4 about here.} \]

\[
\log(\text{CreditLine}_{i,t}) = \beta \times \text{Post} \times \text{Treated IMC}_i + \gamma_i + \alpha_t + \epsilon_{i,t} \tag{4}
\]

In Equation 4, I regress \( \log(\text{CreditLine}_{i,t}) \) for a given mortgage company \( i \) in quarter \( t \) on an interaction term between an indicator variable equal to one in the post period and an indicator equal to one for \( \text{Treated IMC}_i \). \( \text{CreditLine}_{i,t} \) is defined as the sum of maximum value of credit lines that a mortgage company receives from each dealer, \( j \), that it is linked to in a given quarter: \( \text{CreditLine}_{i,t} = \sum_j \text{CreditLine}_{i,j,t} \). I include mortgage company fixed effects \( \gamma_i \) and quarter fixed effects \( \alpha_t \). There are twelve mortgage companies so I calculate my standard errors using bias-adjusted cluster version of heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors. I follow the advice of Imbens and Kolesar (2016) and apply the “LZ2” correction to the standard errors and compute confidence intervals using a t-distribution with degrees of freedom suggested by McCaffrey and Bell (2002). Imbens and Kolesar present Monte Carlo evidence that the resulting confidence intervals have good coverage even with as few as five clusters or unbalanced cluster size (Imbens and Kolesar (2016)). The results presented in Table 5, suggest that a treated mortgage company increases its total value of maximum credit lines by 13.8% in the post period relative to untreated mortgage companies. This evidence is consistent with a total increase in lending to mortgage companies with an above median fraction of their credit lines from treated dealers post BAPCPA rather than a substitution of lending from untreated to treated dealers within a mortgage company.

\[ \text{Table 5 about here.} \]

\(^{36}\) I follow code provided by Gabriel Chodorow-Reich: https://scholar.harvard.edu/chodorow-reich/data-programs (Chodorow-Reich, Gopinath, Mishra and Narayanan (2018)).
In Figure 6, I plot the average number of dealers that an IMC was borrowing from pre and post BAPCPA. Prior to the shock an average of five dealers were lending to IMCs, directly following 2005Q2, when BAPCPA was passed, the average number of dealers lending to an IMC began to increase. By 2006Q1, the average number of dealers lending to an IMC increased to seven. This implies that more dealers were moving into funding arrangements with mortgage companies post shock, suggesting that funding mortgage collateral became more profitable post BAPCPA. In Figure 6, I plot the average total value of warehouse credit lines extended to an IMC pre and post the shock. To calculate the average total value of warehouse lines of credit received by each IMC, I aggregate the maximum value of warehouse lines of credit plus repurchase agreements received by an IMC. I average the total value across all of the twelve IMCs in the sample. I find that prior to the shock the total average value of IMC warehouse credit lines had remained stable around $3 billion dollars, however post shock the average total value of warehouse credit lines extended to IMCs increased sharply to close to $5 billion dollars.

In addition to dealers increasing their credit lines to mortgage companies, I find evidence that post BAPCPA, the dealers loosened the covenants that they imposed on the credit lines. Dealers imposed covenants on the credit lines in the form of sublimits of funding available for certain types of mortgage loans. Post shock, I present evidence that dealers increased the sublimits of funding allowed to finance risky mortgage products. For example, in Figure 6, I show that the maximum amount of funding provided for interest only, second-lien, jumbo, non-owner occupied, and 120-180 day past due loans all doubled post BAPCPA. This loosening of covenants that dealers imposed on their credit lines to mortgage companies suggests that dealers incentivized the mortgage companies to originate riskier mortgage products. I provide a more detailed examination of lender-mortgage company pair funding lines in Appendix C which has additional interesting ramifications that support my claim that the credit lines increased in size and risk post shock.

Combined with Appendix C, evidence suggests that not only did dealers increase the value of implicitly unsecured funding, but they also lowered the cost of funding this form of collateral. Dealers extended credit to IMCs via both “dry” funding and “wet” funding. Dry funding is when the mortgage company posts collateral that has already been created, and transfers the loan documents, in order to receive a warehouse line of credit. Wet funding on the other hand is when the IMC posts collateral that has not yet been created, and therefore transfers no loan documents, in order to receive a warehouse line of credit. Since wet funding was implicitly unsecured, the interest rate differential charged on wet funding was greater than that charged on dry funding. In Figure 7, I plot the interest rate differential that a mortgage company in my sample reports on wet funding relative to dry funding. It fell from 0 to 25 basis points to 0 to 12 basis points post shock.
5 Mortgage Company Lending

I have shown above that a positive shock to dealer liquidity translates into dealers sending increased credit lines to the mortgage companies that they fund. However, this increased lending to mortgage companies need not have any effect on real outcomes if the mortgage companies do not lend the money out to homebuyers. In this section, I study the final step of the chain - how do the independent mortgage companies (IMCs) pass the credit supply shock on to households? I first study the effect on mortgages originated by the six treated mortgage companies in my sample - the companies which received an above median fraction of their credit lines from treated dealers prior to the shock. I hypothesize that mortgage companies that receive more of their funding from shocked dealers will increase the volume of their originations in response to an influx of funding from their funders post shock. Due to data limitations, I do not observe the mortgage originator in the loan level data that I use. Therefore I conduct a county level analysis where I create a variable that captures the exposure of a county to the treated mortgage companies in 2004, the year prior to the shock. I call this variable $TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$. I calculate this variable as

$$TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} = \frac{\text{Number of originations by treated IMCs in a county in 2004}}{\text{Total number of all originations in a county in 2004}}$$

In order to understand the aggregate extent to which mortgage companies passed their credit supply shock on to the public, I conduct a county level analysis where I study how $TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$ affects mortgage originations in a given county. The heterogeneity comes from the variation in the market share of treated mortgage companies in a given county prior to the passing of BAPCPA. Figure 8 depicts the county level market share of treated independent mortgage companies in the United States in 2004. The states with the highest county level market shares are California, Nevada, Florida, parts of Texas and parts of Colorado. Many of these areas faced large expansions in home prices leading up to the Financial Crisis and large contractions in home prices directly following the crisis. I will argue that BAPCPA amplified the housing boom and bust in these areas by creating a credit supply expansion to the independent mortgage companies lending in these counties, leading mortgage companies to originate non-traditional mortgages in order to generate mortgage volume to meet the demand in the repo market.

I run the following dynamic regression.

$$Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t}$$

\[5\]
Where $Y_{c,t}$ is the variable of interest in county, $c$ at time $t$. $\gamma_c$ represents county level fixed effects, $\eta_{s,t}$ represents state $\times$ month fixed effects, $TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$ is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. In Equation 6, I run the equivalent regression to Equation 5, however with a single pre-period and a single post-period in order to estimate the cumulative effect of the shock in the post period. For each regression specification, I include both the dynamic response plots as well as the pooled pre- and post-period regression coefficients. Standard errors are clustered at the county level.

$$Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta Post_t \times TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t}$$ (6)

The first right hand side variable of interest that I study is log($\text{Originations}$) at the county month level. Originations is total mortgage originations. It includes both refinance mortgages, which are originated in order to refinance an existing mortgage loan, as well as purchase mortgages, which are mortgage loans originated for the purpose of purchasing a home. I study the HMDA mortgage origination data aggregated at the county month level. I include additional results for log($\text{Refinance Originations}$), and log($\text{Purchase Originations}$) in Appendix D. I find that total mortgage originations increase disproportionately in counties where there was a higher IMC market share in 2004. I plot the evolution of the coefficient of interest from September 2004 to February 2006 in Figure 9. This plot shows that originations in counties that had a higher IMC market share in 2004 were not statistically different from other counties prior to the policy change. Post BAPCPA however, counties with a higher market share of treated mortgage companies increased their total number of mortgage originations relative to counties with lower mortgage company market shares after BAPCPA was passed. In Table 6, I present the results from Equation 6, the regression with a single pre and post period. I find that if a county increases its mortgage company market share by 10%, the number of mortgage originations in a county would increases by 8.7% on average in the post period. This suggests that mortgage companies passed the increased funding that they received in response to BAPCPA on to homebuyers.

I now study whether the additional mortgages originated because of the shock were fundamentally riskier than mortgages originated prior to the shock. The evidence, in the previous section, that dealers loosened covenants on credit lines funding mortgage companies post shock suggests that the mortgages originated post shock would be fundamentally riskier mortgage products such as interest only, non-owner occupied, balloon mortgages and that mortgage companies servicing
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loans may try less rigorously to keep mortgage borrowers out of default now that dealers were willing to accept more 120-180 day past due loans as collateral for their credit lines.

In order to study the effect of BAPCPA on the distribution of mortgage characteristics post shock, I use the CoreLogic database of mortgage originations in the United States. I study the effect of $Treated_{IMCMarketShare,c,2004}$ on the county level origination of balloon mortgages as well as on the introductory interest rates on mortgage originations. I aggregate all variables of interest in the CoreLogic data to the county level and merge on $Treated_{IMCMarketShare,c,2004}$ for each county. I keep the top 5,000 counties that Neil Bhutta uses in his county month HMDA dataset to remain consistent with the above analyses on mortgage originations. I run the regression in Equation 5 to study the dynamic effect of $Treated_{IMCMarketShare,c,2004}$ on the fraction of mortgage originations by product type. I find that not only did an increase in $Treated_{IMCMarketShare,c,2004}$ increase mortgage originations in a county but that it shifted the composition of these mortgage originations toward riskier mortgage products.

Balloon mortgages are mortgages that do not fully amortize over the term of the loan, therefore leaving a large balance or balloon payment due at maturity. Borrowers of these mortgages are more likely to experience negative equity when home prices stop rising. They are therefore more likely to default as the borrower may not have the resources to pay off the balance at the end of the loan even if she sells the home and negative equity makes it difficult to refinance. I calculate the fraction of balloon mortgages as the number of balloon mortgages originated in a given county divided by the total number of mortgages originated in that county in a given month. I run the dynamic regression in Equation 5, where the dependent variable is fraction of balloon mortgages. In Figure 10, I plot the fraction of balloon mortgages each month pre and post BAPCPA from September 2004 to February 2006. I find that prior to BAPCPA, the fraction of balloon mortgages originated in counties with higher IMC market share was not statistically different from other counties. Post shock, not only was there a statically significant increase in the number of balloon mortgages, but there was a statistically significant increase in the fraction of originations that were balloon mortgages post BAPCPA. In Table 7, I present the results from Equation 6, the regression with a single pre- and post-period. I find that a 10% increase in treated mortgage company market share results in a statistically significant increase in the fraction of balloon mortgages originated in that county by 1.13 percentage points.

I limit the sample to only adjustable rate mortgage (ARM) originations and study the average initial interest rates charged on these mortgages in a county pre and post shock as a function of
the market share of treated independent mortgage companies. In Figure 11 (a), I plot the response of the log(Initial Interest Rate_{c,t}) in a given county in response to the 2004 market share of the treated IMCs. I find that prior to the shock, there was no statistical difference in the average initial interest rate charged on mortgages between counties with high and low market share of treated IMCs. However, counties with a higher market share of treated mortgage companies experienced a significant decline in their average initial interest rates post shock. In Table 8 (a), I report the results from Equation 6, the regression with a single pre- and post-period. I find that a 10% increase in treated mortgage company market share results in a statistically significant decrease in the average interest rate on ARMs in the county by 6.98% after controlling for state $\times$ month fixed effects. The filings of the mortgage companies that I observe report that their adjustable rate mortgages were pegged to the twelve-month treasury rate. In Figure 11 (c), I show that the twelve-month treasury rate over this period was increasing monotonically. This evidence is consistent with mortgage companies creating mortgages with low initial “teaser” interest rates. These interest rates would not reflect the true interest payment required to fully amortize the loan but rather an artificially low interest rate advertised to attract potential borrowers. The interest rates would reset to the actual interest rate after a specified point in time, potentially causing the risk of “payment shock” to the borrower.

The evidence that I have presented above is consistent with treated IMCs shifting their composition of mortgage originations toward riskier mortgage products in response to BAPCPA. This evidence supports the view that BAPCPA increased the value of private-label mortgage backed collateral in the repo markets, generating more demand for this collateral. In order to generate more of the collateral, dealers increased their credit lines to mortgage companies and loosened the restrictions on these credit lines. The excess funding and relaxed restrictions on acceptable collateral incentivized the IMCs to originate new and different kinds of mortgages that were inherently riskier in their structure, particularly in a rising interest rate environment, regardless of borrower characteristics. The use of balloon mortgages was increasing and introductory “teaser” interest rates were falling in areas with increased IMC market share post BAPCPA.

I find that post BAPCPA, the increased supply of credit to homebuyers increased the volume mortgage originations in counties where there was a higher market share of mortgage companies in 2004. In order to understand whether increased mortgage originations increased the demand for homes and drove up home prices differentially in these counties, I study the effect of TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} on home prices. I run the regression in Equation 5 where the dependent variable is log(HomePrice_{c,t}). Figure 12 (a), plots the coefficient on the term that interacts TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. Prior to BAPCPA, TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} was not associated with a differential change in home prices. Post shock however, the figure shows a clear increase in home prices in counties with
higher TreatedIMCMarketShare,2004 between April 2005 and early 2007. I run the regression in Equation 6 with a single pre and post period where \( Y_{c,t} = \log(\text{Home Price}_{c,t}) \) over the sample from June 2003 to November 2006. The post period is equal to April 2005 and later. Table 9 (a) reports the results of the regression. My preferred specification includes both County fixed effects and State × Month fixed effects, reported in the second column. I find that a 10% increase in treated mortgage company market share is associated with a 9.5% increase in home prices between April 2005 and November 2006, following BAPCPA. This increase in home prices was followed by a steep and significant decline in home prices from mid-2007 to 2008.

[Figure 12 about here.]

This evidence is consistent with an increase in dealer liquidity amplifying the 'last gasp' of the housing boom and its bust. The expansion of credit enabled by BAPCPA facilitated the increased use of balloon mortgages with low introductory interest rates, in a rising interest rate environment. In this way mortgage companies were able to make mortgages more affordable to a new kind of marginal borrower who was investing in investment properties. This drove up the price of homes in these counties, which masked the fragility of the mortgages. Once home prices stopped increasing, these mortgages were at higher risk of negative equity, which would leave the borrower more likely to default. Combined with increased use of adjustable rate mortgages in a rising interest rate environment, these counties experienced higher rates of default. This increased likelihood of default depressed home prices and also caused the mortgage companies to declare bankruptcy. I see almost all of the six treated mortgage companies exit my sample by 2007. I conjecture that the mortgage company failures resulted in a sudden decrease in the amount of credit available to fund mortgages in these counties, lowering demand for homes, and further depressing home prices.

[Table 9 about here.]

In order to test whether the loans originated by treated IMCs post shock were riskier loans, I study the CoreLogic LLMA performance data. I limit the dataset to loans that were originated within a five-month window around the shock from November 2004 to September 2005. I create an indicator variable Defaulted Loan that is set equal to one if the loan ever enters 90 day delinquency, foreclosure, or becomes an REO property in its lifetime and set equal to zero if the loan remains active. If the loans originated post shock by treated IMCs are of riskier quality, I expect the fraction of loans that default at some point in their life to increase in counties with higher IMC market share in 2004 within a narrow window around the shock. I find that in counties with a higher market share of treated IMCs, the fraction of mortgage loans originated in a given month that ever default increased just post shock.

I run the following regression:

\[
\text{Defaulted Loan}_t = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T \text{TreatedIMCMarketShare}_{c,2004} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_t \quad (7)
\]
With this regression, I study the default hazard rate of a loan by month of origination as a function of $TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$. $\gamma_c$ represents county level fixed effects. $\eta_{s,t}$ represents state $\times$ month level fixed effects. $TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times 1_{t-T}$ is the interaction term between the county level market share of treated IMCs in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs, and an indicator variable for the month in which the mortgage was originated. In Figure 13, I plot $\beta$, the coefficient on the interaction term and I find a statistically significant increase in the default hazard rate of mortgages originated in the months just post shock relative to the months prior to the shock in counties with a higher treated IMC market share. This indicates that the treated mortgage companies began originating riskier loans immediately following the shock.

\[ Defaulited\ Loan_t = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta Post_t \times TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_t \quad (8) \]

When I run the regression with a single pre- and post-period in Table 10 (a), I find that a 10% increase in IMC market share raises the default hazard rate on mortgages originated in the five months post shock by 11.1 percentage points. This evidence is consistent with treated mortgage companies originating riskier loans post shock.

In the above analyses, I focus on the effects of only the six treated independent mortgage companies - in my sample of twelve mortgage companies - that receive an above median fraction of funding from treated dealers. It is my most conservative analysis. However, all mortgage companies in the United States were likely to be affected by this policy change. Stanton, Walden and Wallace (2014) notes that independent mortgage companies fund mortgages primarily using funds of warehouse lenders.\footnote{Stanton, Walden and Wallace (2014) p. 267.} From my data, I identify dealers as the main funders of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) via warehouse lines of credit. Of the twelve IMCs that I study, I find that on average the total warehouse credit lines provided by dealers equaled 61% of mortgage company total assets. In the analysis that examines dealer lending to mortgage companies in subsubsection 4.2.1, I exploit heterogeneity among dealers’ ability to increase their leverage immediately following the policy change. However, I expect that eventually all dealers would have experienced an increase in liquidity due to the policy change. They would have found it profitable to invest in private-label mortgage collateral due to their ability borrow in the tri-party repo market against collateral that they received in the bilateral market. Therefore I expect all independent mortgage companies (IMCs) to be affected by the policy change. I expect to see the volume of mortgage originations
increase and mortgage loan characteristics become more lax in counties with higher total IMC market share.

I rerun all of the county level analyses above but now define the dependent variable as the total IMC market share in a given county in 2004, rather than the treated IMC market share in a given county.

\[
IMC\text{MarketShare}_{c,2004} = \frac{\text{Number of originations by all IMCs in a county in 2004}}{\text{Total number of all originations in a county in 2004}}
\]

I report my results in panel (b) of Figure 8 - Figure 13 and of Table 6 - Table 10 and in Appendix D. I find that post shock, a 10% increase in IMC market share leads to a 2.7% increase in total mortgage originations in a given county. The riskiness of these mortgages also increased. The dynamic plots show that there were no statistically significant differences in counties with higher mortgage company market share prior to the policy change in April 2005. Post shock, there was a statistically significant increase in the fraction of mortgages that were balloon mortgages, negative amortization mortgages, and second home mortgages in counties with higher IMC market share. I also find that there is a statistically significant decrease in the fraction of mortgages that were owner-occupied and that there was a statistically significant decline in the introductory interest rate for adjustable rate mortgages in counties with higher all IMC market share. Consistent with the analysis using the treated IMC market share as the dependent variable, I find a statistically significant increase in the mortgage default hazard rates for mortgages originated five months post shock relative to five months prior to the shock in counties with higher all IMC market share. I also find that there was a statistically significant increase in home prices from April 2005 through the beginning of 2007 in counties with higher IMC market share, and that home prices in these counties fell disproportionately more between 2007 to 2008.

In Appendix E, I discuss my results using an alternative measure of mortgage default rates. Here the fraction of default is calculated as the number of loans that default in the month that they default relative to all active loans in that month. I find that there is also a statistically significant increase in default in counties with a higher all IMC market share post shock using this alternative measure.

In light of the previous sections, these results provide sobering evidence that BAPCPA encouraged the use and re-use of private-label mortgage collateral in repo markets. This incentivized increased interconnectedness of financial intermediaries at the same time as the assets underlying the collateral that they were trading were becoming riskier. Balloon mortgages and negative amortization mortgages both had the potential for the borrower to owe a large balance at the end of the loan term. In the event of falling home prices, borrowers with these mortgage products would have a higher risk of experiencing negative equity - increasing the likelihood of default. The decreasing fraction of owner occupied mortgages implies that there was a higher fraction of investment properties mortgages which were typically riskier than owner occupied mortgages. In states of the
world with falling home prices, these mortgages would have higher default rates, contributing to the fragility of the housing market leading up to the Financial Crisis.

5.1 Housing Market Implications of BAPCPA

To understand the overall effect of BAPCPA on the housing market, I calculate the total increase in mortgage originations in response to the shock and the amount that these mortgages contributed to the total defaults that we saw among all mortgages originated during 2005 and 2006. To calculate how many additional originations occurred as a result of BAPCPA, I use my county level originations analysis. The county level analysis directly estimates the increase in mortgages originated by IMCs in response to BAPCPA. One key feature of the Financial Crisis was an unexpected level of mortgage defaults. My analysis allows me to study whether BAPCPA played a role in amplifying the number of mortgage defaults in the economy. My analysis on the the default hazard rates directly before and after the shock allows me to calculate the marginal increase in probability of default on loans originated in response to BAPCPA. Combining these two analyses allows me to estimate the total number of mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA and their marginal probability of default. Once I know the total amount of estimated defaults resulting from the policy change, I calculate what fraction they account for relative to all defaults on loans originated between 2005 and 2006.

I calculate the effect of BAPCPA under three different levels of treatment assumptions in order to estimate bounds on the effect of the policy change. My most conservative treatment group assumes that only the six treated IMCs in my dataset who receive an above median fraction of their credit lines from treated dealers experienced an increase in funding in response to the policy change. My next most conservative treatment group assumes that all IMCs operating in the US in 2005 experienced an increase in funding in response to the policy change. My most expansive treatment group assumes that all IMCs operating in the US in 2005 as well as all dealers who had their own mortgage origination arms received an increase in funding in response to the shock.

Under the most minimal treatment assumption, where only the six treated IMCs experience an increase in their funding in response to the policy change, I report in Table 6 (a), that when treated IMC market share increases from 0% to 100%, originations increase by 87% (this marginal effect is large because the market shares of treated IMCs is small). Multiplying 87% by the total market share of treated IMCs in the pre-period, which was 2.7%, implies that in response to the policy change 2.3% additional mortgages were created. To calculate how much defaults on these mortgages contributed to all defaults on mortgages originated during 2005-2006, I use my estimate on the default hazard rate of mortgages originated in the five months post shock, reported in Table 10 (a). This estimate allows me to calculate the implied marginal hazard rate on the mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA. Note that the mortgage hazard rate is calculated over the five months following the shock. I use this short time frame to pick up the marginal increase in the mortgage default hazard rate attributable to BAPCPA. I carry this forward for all
loans originated between 2005 and 2006 when I combine this marginal hazard rate analysis with my origination analysis.

This analysis implies that each additional loan originated by treated IMCs in response to BAPCPA defaulted. Applying this marginal default rate to the increase in mortgage originations attributable to the shock, approximately 2.3% more loans go into default, than otherwise would have, as a result of the shock. To calculate how much this contributed to total defaults, I divide 2.3% by the actual average default rate of loans originated in 2005 and 2006, which was 16.8%. My analysis calculates that loans that were originated due to BAPCPA accounted for 14% of defaults among all loans originated during 2005 and 2006.

Under my next most conservative treatment assumption, I assume that all of the IMCs experienced a positive shock to their funding in response the policy change. The total market share of all IMCs was 34% of mortgage originations in the pre-period according to the HMDA data. In Table 6 (b), I find that when all IMC market share increases from 0% to 100%, originations increase by 26.8%. Therefore, I calculate that BAPCPA was responsible for a 9% increase in mortgage originations in the post period. In Table 10 (b), I find that when all IMC market share increases from 0% to 100%, the default hazard rate in that county increases by 21 percentage points. By combining my results on the number of mortgage originations created in response to BAPCPA with the increase in mortgage default hazard rates post shock, I am able to calculate the implied marginal default hazard rate on mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA. I calculate this implied marginal default rate to be 71%. Therefore, 71% of loans originated in response to BAPCPA default, accounting for 38% of defaults among all loans originated between 2005 and 2006. I describe this calculation in detail in Appendix F.

Under the most expansive treatment group assumption, I assume that all IMCs and all dealers’ experience a positive shock to their funding in response to BAPCPA. In total, dealers’ and all IMCs’ combined market shares accounted for 57% of mortgage originations in the pre-period according to the HMDA data. To calculate the total effect of BAPCPA on originations and defaults if all dealers and IMCs were treated, I use the same coefficients estimated in Table 6 (b) and Table 10 (b). These results estimate the response of mortgage originations and defaults to the IMC market share. I believe that \( IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is a cleaner measure of exposure to the shock than dealer market share, which may be correlated with other factors since dealers were large financial institutions. I apply these coefficients to the dealer plus IMC market share. Under this treatment assumption, BAPCPA is responsible for a 15% increase in mortgage originations in the post period and these mortgages account for 66% of defaults among all loans originated between 2005 and 2006.

6 Conclusion

This paper provides two main contributions. First, I present a mechanism by which a credit supply shock operates in the repo markets. Dealers are able to generate liquidity by intermediating between two segments of the repo markets. To do this, they receive collateral in one segment and re-use the
same collateral in another segment. This re-use of collateral creates a money multiplier effect and increases dealer leverage. Expanding the classes of collateral that dealers can re-use in this way enhances the ability of dealers to generate liquidity. When the collateral classes added are riskier, they require larger differences in overcollateralization between the two repo markets - increasing the potential for dealers to leverage themselves. This can lead to a large expansion of credit and the desire to invest in the risky asset.

Second, I present empirical evidence that this mechanism contributed to both the credit boom and bust in the second half of the 2000s. I hand collect novel data on dealer to mortgage company credit lines. This data allows me to conduct an across dealer, within firm, analysis to causally estimate the extent to which dealers pass a credit supply shock on to the firms that depend on them. In the context of the mortgage market in the second half of 2000s, I find that in response to a liquidity shock, dealers increased their lending to mortgage companies and loosened covenant restrictions on their credit lines incentivizing mortgage companies to originate more and riskier mortgages. I provide evidence that this credit supply shock increased the amount of homebuyers in the market and drove up home prices following the shock. However, when home prices stopped rising, the areas more affected by the shock suffered the worst fall in home prices. I estimate the total effect of the shock to be an increase in mortgage originations by 2%-15%. I present evidence that these additional mortgages were inherently riskier in nature, making up 14-66% of all defaults on mortgages originated during 2005-2006.

My paper contributes to the debate on exemptions from automatic stay in the repo markets. Morrison, Roe and Sontchi (2013) states that the main argument supporting automatic stay is that it reduces systemic risk in the repo markets by reducing frictions on the collateral in bankruptcy. However in this paper, I provide evidence that contradicts this claim and sheds light on an important mechanism through which changes in regulatory changes create liquidity shocks that originate in the repo market and cascade to the firms linked to the repo market. This evidence suggests that BAPCPA contributed to the overall systemic risk of the repo markets and amplified the effects of the financial crisis by incentivizing dealers to increase funding for riskier mortgage assets.
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Figure 1: Proxy for Dealer Net Borrowing Using Private-Label Mortgage Collateral
(Securities Out - Securities In)

Notes: Figure plots the weekly time series of dealer secured borrowing (securities out) minus dealer secured lending (securities in) in the collateral class corporate securities reported in the FR 2004. I calculate a lower bound estimate of the fraction that private-label mortgage collateral comprised of corporate securities to be 14% using 2018 data, due to data availability I cannot estimate the value for 2005. This is likely to be an underestimate as the use of private-label mortgage collateral was at an all time high in 2005. See Appendix B for details on the calculation. Securities out includes all dealer repo transactions and securities lending transactions. Securities in include all reverse repo transactions and securities borrowing transactions. Dealer net borrowing is calculated by securities out minus securities in.
Figure 2: repo markets Before and After BAPCPA 2005

Notes: Figures depict the process by which a dealer can borrow and lend funds via the tri-party and bilateral repurchase market respectively, using the same underlying private-label mortgage collateral provided by the cash borrower for both contracts. Figure (a) depicts the intermediation chain before BAPCPA and Figure (b) depicts the proposed intermediation chain after BAPCPA.
Figure 3: Private Label vs. Agency Mortgage Backed Securities as a Fraction Total Collateral Posted by Dealers

Notes: Figure plots the fraction of total primary dealer securities out made up of Private-Label MBS versus Agency MBS pre and post BAPCPA. I use the line item Corporate Securities as a proxy for Private-Label MBS. Directly after BAPCPA, Private-Label MBS as a fraction of securities began to increase significantly relative to Agency MBS. Agency MBS is comprised of Federal Agency and GSE MBS in the FR 2004 data. Private-Label MBS is comprised of Corporate Securities Total matching data from pre March 2013 indicates that Corporate Securities is comprised of: (1) Non-Agency Residential MBS, (2) Other CMBS, (3) Corporate Securities Commercial Paper, (4) Corporate Securities Investment grade bonds, notes, and debentures of various maturities, (5) Corporate Securities Below investment grade bonds, notes, and debentures of various maturities, (6) State and Municipal Government Obligations of various maturities, (7) Credit card-backed, Student loan-backed, Automobile loan-backed, Other Asset Backed Securities.
Figure 4: Effect of Dealer Treatment Effect on Credit Lines to Independent Mortgage Companies (IMC)

Notes: Figure plots the dynamic response of treated dealer funding relative to untreated dealer funding within a given IMC pre and post BAPCPA. I run the regression

\[
\log(CreditLine_{i,j,t}) = \gamma_{i,t} + \eta_j + \sum_T \beta_T Treated\ Dealer_j \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{i,j,t}
\]

Where \(\log(CreditLine_{i,j,t})\) is the log of the credit line extended to IMC \(i\) by dealer \(j\) at quarter \(t\). \(Treated\ Dealer_j\) is an indicator variable that equals one for treated dealers - those who were in the top quartile of underwriters for Subprime Residential Mortgage-Backed Securitized deals in 2004. \(Post_t\) is an indicator variable that equals one for the second quarter of 2005 and later - since BAPCPA was passed by Congress on April 20, 2005 - and zero otherwise. \(\beta_T\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts dealer treatment with an indicator for each quarter pre and post shock. The indicator variable is set to zero in 2005Q1, the quarter before BAPCPA was passed. Since the liquidity shock occurs at the dealer level, changes in credit lines from the same dealer may be correlated. I calculate the standard errors clustered at the dealer level. \(\gamma_{i,t}\) contains fixed effects for \(IMC_i \times Quarter_t\) and \(\eta_j\) contains fixed effects for each \(dealer_j\).

I plot the coefficient \(\beta_T\). This figure shows that prior to BAPCPA, treated and untreated dealers lending volume to IMCs is similar. Post BAPCPA, however, the treated dealers begin to lend differentially more to IMCs.
Figure 5: Average Credit Lines to Mortgage Companies

(a) Average Number of Credit Lenders per Mortgage Company

(b) Average Total Value of Credit Lines Available per Mortgage Company

Notes: Figures plot the average number of dealers lending to the Independent Mortgage Companies (IMCs) in my sample pre and post BAPCPA and average total value of credit lines available to an IMC. Post BAPCPA, the average number of dealers lending to an IMC and the average total credit extended to an IMC began to increase. This data is taken from IMC quarterly filings. Both figures include all twelve IMCs in my regression analysis. The second figure also includes GMAC which only reports aggregate data on the warehouse credit lines that it receives.
Notes: The first figure plots the maximum credit line values extended to an example mortgage company by dealers pre and post shock. The second figure plots the sublimit of funding available to fund certain mortgage products. In other words, the dealers would offer a maximum credit line value with covenants that specified the maximum amount of funding per credit line that could be applied to fund certain mortgage products.
Figure 7: Interest Rate Differential between Secured and Implicitly Unsecured Credit

Notes: Figure plots the interest rate differential between credit lines backed by “wet” vs. “dry” collateral for an example mortgage company. Dry funding is secured by collateral that has already been created by the IMC, and requires that the loan documents be transferred to the dealer. Conversely, wet funding is implicitly unsecured. It is when the IMC posts collateral that has not yet been created, and therefore transfers no loan documents. This data is collected from IMC quarterly filings.
Figure 8: Independent Mortgage Company (IMC) Market Share

(a) Six Treated IMCs

(b) All IMCs

Notes: The first figure depicts the county level market share of the six treated independent mortgage companies (IMCs) reported in 2004. The second figure depicts the county level market share of all IMCs reported in 2004. Data source: public HMDA data.
Figure 9: IMC County Market Share Effect on Total Mortgage Originations

(a) Six Treated IMCs

(b) All IMCs

Notes: Figure plots the dynamic response of total mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\[ Y_{c,t} \] is log(Originations) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \times month fixed effects, \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. I use the public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations.*

---

*Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
Figure 10: IMC County Market Share Effect on Fraction of Balloon Originations

Notes: Figure plots the dynamic response of the fraction of balloon mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T \times (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is Fraction Balloon Originations\(_{c,t} \) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \( \times \) month fixed effects, \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share CoreLogic origination data.
Figure 11: Response of Initial Interest Rates on Adjustable Rate Mortgages

Notes: Figures plot the dynamic response of county level average initial interest rates on adjustable rate mortgages as a function of county level market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in 2004. I run the regression

$$Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T(Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t}$$

where $Y_{c,t} = \log(Initial\ Interest\ Rate_{c,t})$ in county, $c$ at time $t$. $\gamma_c$ represents county level fixed effects, $\eta_{s,t}$ represents state $\times$ month fixed effects, $(Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$ is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. $\beta_T$ is the coefficient of interest. My standard errors are clustered at the county level. Adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) were pegged to the 12 month treasury rate which was increasing over this time.
**Figure 12: IMC County Market Share Effect on Home Prices**

Notes: Figures plot the dynamic response of home prices. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum T \beta_T(Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

Where \( Y_{c,t} \) is log(Home Price) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \( \times \) month fixed effects, \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. My standard errors are clustered at the county level. I use the Zillow Home Price data for this analysis.
**Figure 13: IMC County Market Share in 2004 Effect on Loan Default Hazard Rate**

![Graph showing the effect of IMC market share on loan default hazard rate.](image)

**Notes:** Figures plot the dynamic response of Default Rate on loans originated five months prior to the shock and five months post the shock in a given county as a function of the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[
\text{Defaulted Loan}_t = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T (Treated) IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_t
\]

Where \(\text{Defaulted Loan}_t\) is an indicator that is equal to one if a loan ever defaults in its lifetime, and zero otherwise. \(\gamma_c\) represents county level fixed effects. \(\eta_{s,t}\) represents state \(\times\) month level fixed effects. \((Treated) IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T}\) is the interaction term between the county level market share of (Treated) IMCs in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs and an indicator variable for the month in which the mortgage was originated. I cluster my standard errors at the county level.
### Table 1: Increase in Dealer Secured Borrowing using Private-Label Mortgage Collateral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraction of Total Securities Out</td>
<td>log(Securities Out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
<td>0.423***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLSIndicator</td>
<td>-0.126***</td>
<td>-1.063***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × PLSIndicator</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
<td>0.186***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r²</td>
<td>0.9788</td>
<td>0.9172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Table reports the increase in use of private-label mortgage collateral in the rep market post BAPCPA. Regression run from January 1, 2002 through July 31, 2007. Where April 15, 2005 and after is considered the post period.
### Table 2: Dealer Descriptive Statistics (2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (Control)</th>
<th>Mean (Treated)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log(Total Assets)</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Counties</td>
<td>1795</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Table presents dealer descriptive statistics. Dealers in the top quartile of value of 2004 private-label MBS deals underwritten, scaled by total assets, are defined as treated dealers (scaled value of 2004 underwritten deals $\geq 0.023$). Value of 2004 underwritten deals represents the total value of subprime residential mortgage-backed securitization deals underwritten by a financial institution in 2004, scaled by total assets of the financial institution. Data from the CoreLogic ABS database and Inside Mortgage Finance’s Mortgage Market Statistical Annual were used to compute the value of deals underwritten by a dealer. Total assets reports the total value of book assets in 2004Q4 for each financial institution or holding company of the financial institution when applicable. There are 27 dealers in my dataset, five dealers’ assets, liabilities, and equity I am not able to observe. These five dealers all underwrote $0 of subprime residential mortgage-backed securitization deals in 2004. Origination and county statistics are generated using HMDA data.

*This measure was inspired by Nadauld and Sherlund (2013) p. 457. I am very grateful to Shane Sherlund for his help calculating this measure.*
### Table 3: Within Mortgage Company Across Dealer Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>log(Credit Line)</th>
<th>Post × Treated Dealer</th>
<th>0.289**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IMCxQuarterFE   | Yes                   |
| DealerFE        | Yes                   |
| r2              | 0.7061                |
| N               | 539                   |

*Notes: Table reports the response of treated dealer funding relative to untreated dealer funding within a given IMC post BAPCPA. I run the regression

\[
\log(\text{Credit Line}_{i,j,t}) = \gamma_{i,t} + \eta_j + \beta_{Post_t} \times Treated\ Dealer_j + \epsilon_{i,j,t}
\]

\(\log(\text{Credit Line}_{i,j,t})\) is the log of the credit line extended to IMC \(i\) by dealer \(j\) at quarter \(t\). Treated Dealer \(j\) is an indicator variable that equals one for treated dealers - those who were in the top quartile of underwriters for Subprime Residential Mortgage-Backed Securitized deals in 2004. Post\(_t\) is an indicator variable that equals one for the second quarter of 2005 and later - since BAPCPA was passed by Congress on April 20, 2005 - and zero otherwise. \(\beta\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction term that equals one for treated dealers in the post period. The coefficient on Post\(_t\) × Treated Dealer\(_j\) measures the difference in lending between treated and untreated dealers after the shock less the difference between the two before the shock. Since the liquidity shock occurs at the dealer level, changes in credit lines from the same dealer may be correlated, I observe 27 dealers lending to the IMCs in my sample, I calculate the standard errors clustered at the dealer level. \(\gamma_{i,t}\) contains fixed effects for IMC\(_i\) × Quarter\(_t\) and \(\eta_j\) contains fixed effects for each Dealer\(_j\).
### Table 4: Independent Mortgage Company (IMC) Descriptive Statistics (2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (Control)</th>
<th>Mean (Treated)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log(Total Assets)</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>-.6</td>
<td>.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Counties</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>-268</td>
<td>.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Independent Mortgage Companies (IMCs) descriptive statistics collected from quarterly filings and HMDA data.*
Table 5: Treated IMC Credit Lines

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log(Credit Line)</td>
<td>0.138*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Post × Treated IMC)</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMCFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuarterFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.9427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**: Table reports the response of the log(CreditLine$_{i,t}$) for a given mortgage company $i$ in quarter $t$ as function of whether or not the mortgage company was treated.

\[
\text{log}(\text{Credit Line}_{i,t}) = \beta \times \text{Treated IMC}_t + \gamma_i + \alpha_t + \epsilon_{i,t}
\]

I define a treated mortgage company to be a mortgage company who received an above median fraction of its credit lines from treated dealers in the pre-period. I include mortgage company fixed effects $\gamma_i$ and quarter fixed effects $\alpha_t$. There are 12 mortgage companies so I calculate my standard errors using bias-adjusted cluster version of heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors as in Imbens and Kolesar (RESTAT 2016) using the Bell-McCaffrey degrees of freedom adjustment as in Imbens and Kolesar (RESTAT 2016). I follow code provided by Gabriel Chodorow-Reich: https://scholar.harvard.edu/chodorow-reich/data-programs (Chodorow-Reich, Gopinath, Mishra and Narayanan (2018)).
### Table 6: IMC County Market Share Effect on Total Originations

(a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}</td>
<td>5.533*** 0.291</td>
<td>0.870 0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.9635</td>
<td>0.9946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
<td>log(Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}</td>
<td>0.375*** 0.013</td>
<td>0.268*** 0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.9642</td>
<td>0.9947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the response of total mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_{c} + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \ Post_{t} \times (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is log(Originations_{c,t}) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_{c} \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state × month fixed effects, (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations.

\( ^a \)Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
Table 7: IMC County Market Share Effect on Fraction of Balloon Originations

(a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Balloon Fraction</th>
<th>(2) Balloon Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMarketShare_{c,2004}</td>
<td>0.095*** (0.009)</td>
<td>0.113*** (0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r^2</td>
<td>0.1555</td>
<td>0.5191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>8874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Balloon Fraction</th>
<th>(2) Balloon Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}</td>
<td>0.005*** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.030*** (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r^2</td>
<td>0.1507</td>
<td>0.5239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>8874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the response of fraction of balloon mortgages originated in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \ Post_t \times (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\(Y_{c,t}\) is Fraction Balloon Originations_{c,t} in county, \(c\) at time, \(t\). \(\gamma_c\) represents county level fixed effects, \(\eta_{s,t}\) represents state × month fixed effects. \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \(\beta\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share CoreLogic origination data.
Table 8: IMC County Market Share Effect on Initial Interest Rate

(a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Average Initial Interest Rate</td>
<td>Log Average Initial Interest Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMarketShare(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>2.497***</td>
<td>-0.698***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
<td>(0.268)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.8456</td>
<td>0.9473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>8874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Average Initial Interest Rate</td>
<td>Log Average Initial Interest Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMarketShare(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>0.175***</td>
<td>-0.239***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.8543</td>
<td>0.9482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>8874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the response of initial interest rates on adjustable rate mortgages in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \text{Post}_t \times (\text{Treated})IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is \( \log(\text{Initial Interest Rate}_{c,t}) \) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state × month fixed effects, (Treated)IMCMarketShare\(_{c,2004}\) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between (Treated)IMCMarketShare\(_{c,2004}\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if (Treated)IMCMarketShare\(_{c,2004}\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share CoreLogic origination data.
Table 9: IMC County Market Share Effect on Home Price

(a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Home Price)</td>
<td>log(Home Price)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMarketShare(_c,2004)</td>
<td>3.591***</td>
<td>0.953**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.527)</td>
<td>(0.478)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r^2)</td>
<td>0.9771</td>
<td>0.9956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>19232</td>
<td>18929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Home Price)</td>
<td>log(Home Price)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMarketShare(_c,2004)</td>
<td>0.443***</td>
<td>0.209**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.094)</td>
<td>(0.082)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r^2)</td>
<td>0.9768</td>
<td>0.9957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>19232</td>
<td>18929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the response of \(\log(Home\ Price_{c,t})\) in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the following regression on data from June 2003 to November 2006.

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \ Post_t \times (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\(Y_{c,t}\) is \(\log(Home\ Price_{c,t})\) in county, \(c\) at time \(t\). \(\gamma_c\) represents county level fixed effects, \(\eta_{s,t}\) represents state \(\times\) month fixed effects, \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \(\beta\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if \((Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the Zillow county level home price index to study home prices.
Table 10: IMC County Market Share Effect on Default Hazard Rate

(a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Default Hazard Rate</td>
<td>Default Hazard Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × Treated IMC Market Share(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>1.887*** (0.383)</td>
<td>1.117*** (0.275)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexOrigMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>355154</td>
<td>355134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Default Hazard Rate</td>
<td>Default Hazard Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMC Market Share(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>0.331*** (0.058)</td>
<td>0.141*** (0.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexOrigMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
<td>0.0447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>355154</td>
<td>355134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the fraction of loans originated in a given county between November 2004 and September 2005 that ever default. I calculate the fraction of loans originated in a given county just prior to April 2005 that ever defaulted and compare it to the fraction of loans originated just post April 2005 in that county that defaulted as a function of the 2004 market share of treated independent mortgage companies (IMCs). I run the regression

\[
\text{Defaulted Loan}_t = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \cdot \text{Post}_t \times (\text{Treated} \ IMC \text{Market Share}_{c,2004}) + \epsilon_t
\]

\(\text{Defaulted Loan}_t\) is an indicator variable set equal to a loan if the loan defaults at any point in its lifetime in county, \(c\) at time \(t\). \(\gamma_c\) represents county level fixed effects, \(\eta_{s,t}\) represents state \times month level fixed effects, \((\text{Treated} \ IMC \text{Market Share}_{c,2004})\) is the county level market share in 2004 of a treated IMC in a given county in 2004. \(\beta\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between \((\text{Treated} \ IMC \text{Market Share}_{c,2004})\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if \((\text{Treated} \ IMC \text{Market Share}_{c,2004})\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the CoreLogic LLMA loan performance data to calculate whether a loan ever defaults.
Appendix
A Federal Reserve’s Decision to Purchase Mortgage Pass-Throughs in the Tri-Party Repo Market

The FOMC voted, at its August 24 meeting, “to approve a temporary expansion of the securities eligible as collateral in the repurchase transactions undertaken by the FRBNY in the management of banking system reserves. The principal effect of this expansion will be the inclusion of pass-through mortgage securities of GNMA, FHLMC and FNMA, STRIP securities of the U.S. Treasury and “stripped” securities of other government agencies. In order to gain access to this larger pool of securities, the FRBNY will be establishing custody arrangements with commercial banks to manage the clearing and settlement of collateral on a “tri-party” basis. The tri-party arrangements are expected to be in place in early October, permitting the introduction of the broader pool of collateral at that time.” See FRBNY September 8, 1999 Press Release, “Expansion of Collateral Accepted by FRBNY in Repurchase Transactions” available at: https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/news/markets/1999/an990908.html

B FR 2004 Corporate Securities

Using the definition for Corporate Securities from the FR 2004 March 2013 Instructions, Corporate Securities contains three categories from 7/4/2001 to 3/27/2013: Corporate Debt including commercial paper, Equities, and All other dollar denominated debt instruments used as collateral. All other dollar denominated debt instruments includes non-Agency or GSE-issued MBS, CMOs, REMICS, State and Municipal securities, and Asset-Backed securities, excluding financing arrangements where the underlying collateral consists of international securities, whole loans, or money market instruments such as negotiable CDs and bankers acceptances. This line item is likely to understate value of private-label MBS instruments used if it does not include whole loans since BAPCPA exempted whole loans from automatic stay. Exempting whole loans from automatic stay likely increased demand for them in the repo markets, making dealers likely to use for their own secured borrowing. After 3/27/13, the line item previously reported as Corporate Securities contains four categories: Corporate Debt, Asset-backed Securities, Equities, and Other. Other includes All Other dollar denominated debt instruments used as collateral including non-Agency or GSE-issued MBS, CMOs, REMICS, and State and Municipal securities, excluding financing arrangements where the underlying collateral consists of international securities, whole loans, or money market instruments such as negotiable CDs and bankers’ acceptances. See FR 2004 March 2013 Instructions “Securities Financing” reported on p. 23 and June 2001 Instructions “Types of financing” and pp. 5-6 available at: https://www.federalreserve.gov/apps/reportforms/reporthistory.aspx? sOoYJ+5BzDZq2f74T6b1cw== . On June 13, 2018 Other comprised 14% of the total of the 4 categories (Corporate Debt, Asset-backed Securities, Equities, and Other). This is a proxy for the fraction of that private-label mortgage collateral comprises of the Corporate Securities variable in 2005. See June 21, 2018 FR 2004 Form C “Financing by Primary U.S. Government Securities
Dealers.” This estimate is likely to be a lower bound of the fraction that private-label mortgage collateral comprises of the Corporate Securities variable in 2005, as the use of private-label mortgage collateral in repo markets was at an all-time high leading up to the Financial Crisis.

C Examination of Dealer - Mortgage Company Credit Line Covenants

In Figure 14 through Figure 17, I find that all of the dealers extending credit to an example mortgage company in my sample increased their sublimits on wet funding - funding with no loan documents transferred. Since the collateral backing wet funding has not been created yet, this form of collateral was exposed to more risk and was traditionally more expensive for a mortgage company than dry funding. I also find that credit lines for the riskiest mortgage products increased. For example Figure 14, post shock, the dealer increases the sublimit for 120-180 day past due loans however, not the sublimit for 30-60 day past due loans. Similarly in Figure 17, the dealer increases the sublimit for non-conforming subordinate mortgages however, not the sublimit for Alt-A subordinate mortgages, which are typically less risky than the former.

Figure 14 about here.

Figure 15 about here.

Figure 16 about here.

Figure 17 about here.

Figure 18 about here.

D Examination of Additional Mortgage Characteristics

I study whether refinance and purchase mortgage originations were affected differently by this shock. To do this, I run the same regression in Equation 5 except I change the dependent variable to log(Refinance Originations) where Refinance Originations are the monthly refinance originations reported in the county month HMDA data. Figure 19 shows the dynamic response of refinance mortgages to the shock.

Figure 19 about here.

Table 11 about here.
When I run the regression with a single pre- and post-period in Equation 6, I find that increasing the market share of treated IMCs in a county by 10% leads to a statistically significant 6.93% increase in purchase mortgage originations post shock. Figure 20 shows the dynamic response of purchase mortgages to the shock. From September 2005 on, purchase mortgages mortgages increase differentially for areas where treated IMCs had a larger market share in 2004.

[Figure 20 about here.]

[Table 12 about here.]

Negative amortization occurs whenever a mortgage payment does not cover the incurred interest over that period. The result is that rather than being paid down over the life of the loan, the loan balance grows by the amount of the unpaid interest each period. This leaves a large payment due at the end of the mortgage term. Negative amortization loans allow the introductory payments to be lower than almost any other type of mortgage. For example, the mortgage may accrue interest at a 5% interest rate but have an introductory payment period at a 1% payment rate. This payment rate is not the interest rate, it simply represents the amount of interest that the borrower is required to pay during the introductory period which could be 5 years for example. However, eventually the loan will enter a recast period when the payments reset to a fully amortizing schedule. These loans can be risky for inexperienced borrowers who might experience payment shock when the payment schedule is recast and who are more likely to experience negative equity in an environment where home prices are falling. In Figure 21, I plot the fraction of negative amortization mortgages originated in counties with higher IMC market shares. I find that prior to the shock, there is no statistical difference between the fraction of negative amortizing mortgage originations between counties with high and low IMC market shares in 2004. Post shock, there is a statistically significant increase in the use of negative amortization mortgages in counties with a higher market share of all independent mortgages companies in 2004.

A quote from the annual report from a mortgage company in my sample states:

“Borrowers with adjustable-rate mortgage loans will likely be exposed to increased monthly payments ... A decline in housing prices ... [could] leave borrowers with insufficient equity in their homes to permit them to refinance ... borrowers who intend to sell their properties ... may find that they cannot sell their properties for an amount equal to or greater than the unpaid principal balance of their loans, especially in the case of negative amortization mortgage loans. These events could cause borrowers to default on their mortgage loans.” 38

38Mortgage Company 2005 Annual Report
There is also a statistically significant decrease in owner-occupied mortgage originations in these areas post shock.

[Figu*re 21 about here.]

E Default Rate as a Function of All IMC Market Share in 2004

I also examine an alternative measure of default - defaults as a fraction of active loans in the month that they default. Counties with a higher share of IMCs in 2004, before the policy change, also experienced increased default rates post shock. I run the regression in Equation 5 that examines the dynamic effect of IMCMarketShare$_{c,2004}$ on the defaults as a fraction of the active loans in a given month. In Figure 22 I show that post BAPCPA counties with higher IMC market share in 2004 began to experience higher default rates. I plot the coefficient the indicator variable that interacts IMCMarketShare$_{c,2004}$ with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. Prior to BAPCPA, the fraction of defaults experienced by these counties were not significantly different than the fraction of defaults with low IMCMarketShare$_{c,2004}$ however the fraction of defaults in these counties clearly begins to increase relative to other counties post shock and becomes pronounced during the Financial Crisis. This evidence is consistent with risky mortgages that were sensitive to interest rate increases and whose solvency depended on a rising home price environment (so that borrowers could refinance the mortgage or sell the home). When home prices stopped increasing, and interest rates reset, borrowers in negative amortizing or balloon loans with teaser initial interest rates would be at higher risk of default when their interest rates reset. This risk would increase with falling home prices since borrowers in these mortgages would be at high risk of having negative equity which would make it difficult to refinance their mortgage.

[Figu*re 22 about here.]

F Calculating Aggregate Effect of BAPCPA on Mortgage Originations

1. Only treated IMCs affected: 2.3% increase in mortgage originations per month:

   market share of TreatedIMCs = 0.027

   $\beta_{\text{orig}} = 0.87$

   increase in mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA: $0.027 \times 0.87 = 0.023$

   $\beta_{ED} = 1.1$

   increase in average hazard rate due to BAPCPA: $0.027 \times 1.1 = 0.03$ percentage points
pre-shock mortgage hazard rate in data = 0.13
implied average hazard rate post BAPCPA: .13 + .03 = .16

implied marginal hazard rate on loans originated in response to BAPCPA:

\[
\frac{100}{102} \times 0.13 + \frac{2}{102} \times X = .16
\]
\[
X = 1.65
\]

100% of loans originated in response to BAPCPA default. Average hazard rate in the data post BAPCPA: 16.8 %. Estimate that loans originated because of BAPCPA accounted for \( \frac{0.023}{0.168} = 13.7\% \) of defaults in the post period.

2. All IMCs affected: 9.1% increase in mortgage originations per month
market share of all IMCs = 0.34
\( \beta^\text{orig} = 0.268 \)
increase in mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA: \( 0.34 \times 0.268 = 0.091 \)

\( \beta^\text{ED} = 0.141 \)
increase in average hazard rate: \( 0.34 \times 0.141 = 0.0479 \) percentage points

pre-shock mortgage hazard rate in data = 0.13
implied average hazard rate post BAPCPA: .13 + .0479 = .1779

implied marginal hazard rate on loans originated in response to BAPCPA:

\[
\frac{100}{109} \times 0.13 + \frac{9}{109} \times X = .1779
\]
\[
X = 0.71
\]

71% of loans originated in response to BAPCPA default (\( 0.71 \times 0.09 = 0.064 \) loans). Average hazard rate in data post BAPCPA: 16.8 %. Estimate that loans originated because of BAPCPA accounted for \( \frac{0.064}{0.168} = 38\% \) of all defaults in the post period.

3. All IMCs and Dealers affected: 15.2% increase in mortgage originations per month
market share of all IMCs plus dealers = 0.568
\( \beta^\text{orig} = 0.268 \)
increase in mortgages originated in response to BAPCPA: \( 0.568 \times 0.268 = 0.152 \)

\( \beta^\text{ED} = 0.141 \)
increase in average hazard rate: \( 0.568 \times 0.141 = 0.08 \) percentage points

pre-shock mortgage hazard rate in data = 0.13
implied average hazard rate post BAPCPA: .13 + .08 = .21
implied marginal hazard rate on loans originated in response to BAPCPA:

\[
\frac{100}{115} \times 0.13 + \frac{15}{115} \times X = 0.21
\]

\[X = 0.74\]

74\% of loans originated in response to BAPCPA default \((0.74 \times 0.15 = 0.11\) loans\). Average hazard rate in data post BAPCPA: 16.8 \%. Estimate that loans originated because of BAPCPA accounted for \(\frac{11}{168} = 66\%\) of all defaults in the post period.
**Figure 14: Dealer 1 Covenants on Credit Line to Example Mortgage Company**

**Notes:** Figure provides suggestive evidence that the covenants were loosened post BAPCPA.
Figure 15: Dealer 2 Covenants on Credit Line to Example Mortgage Company

Notes: Figure provides suggestive evidence that the covenants were loosened post BAPCPA.
Figure 16: Dealer 3 Covenants on Credit Line to Example Mortgage Company

Notes: Figure provides suggestive evidence that the covenants were loosened post BAPCPA.
Figure 17: Dealer 4 Covenants on Credit Line to Example Mortgage Company

Notes: Figure provides suggestive evidence that the covenants were loosened post BAPCPA.
Figure 18: Dealer 5 Covenants on Credit Line to Example Mortgage Company

Notes: Figure provides suggestive evidence that the covenants were loosened post BAPCPA. REO stands for Real Estate Owned, which indicates that a property has been seized by the lender from borrowers who are unable to pay their mortgages.
Figure 19: IMC County Market Share Effect on Refinance Mortgage Originations

Notes: Figures plot the dynamic response of refinance mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is \( \log(Refinance\ Originations_{c,t}) \) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \times month fixed effects, \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations.\(^a\)

\(^a\)Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
Figure 20: IMC County Market Share Effect on Purchase Mortgage Originations

Notes: Figures plot the dynamic response of purchase mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times 1_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is log(Purchase Originations\( _{c,t} \)) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \( \times \) month fixed effects, \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts \( (Treated)IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations.\(^a\)

\(^a\)Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
Figure 21: All IMC County Market Share Effect on Mortgage Characteristics

Notes: Figures plot the dynamic response of county level mortgage characteristics as a function of county level market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in 2004. I run the regression

$$Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_{t} \beta_T \ IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t}$$

in county, $c$ at time $t$. $\gamma_c$ represents county level fixed effects, $\eta_{s,t}$ represents state x month fixed effects, $IMCMarketShare_{c,2004}$ is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. $\beta_T$ is the coefficient of interest. My standard errors are clustered at the county level.
**Figure 22: All IMC County Market Share Effect on Fraction of Loans 90 plus Days Past Due, Foreclosed, or REO Properties**

Notes: Figure plots the dynamic response of fraction of active loans in a given month that are 90 plus days past due, foreclosed on or REO properties. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \sum_T \beta_T IMCMarketShare_{c,2004} \times I_{t=T} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is Fraction Past Due Mortgages\(_{c,t} \) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \( \times \) month fixed effects, IMCMarketShare\(_{c,2004} \) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta_T \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the indicator variable that interacts IMCMarketShare\(_{c,2004} \) with an indicator for each month pre and post the shock. I set the reference month to March 2005, the month prior to the passage of BAPCPA. My standard errors are clustered at the county level. I use the CoreLogic LLMA Loan Performance data for this analysis.

Source: HMDA data & CoreLogic LLMA data.
### Table 11: IMC County Market Share Effect on Refinance Originations

#### (a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Refinance Originations)</td>
<td>log(Refinance Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMarketShare(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>2.397*** (0.318)</td>
<td>0.981* (0.558)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r²</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
<td>0.9933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Refinance Originations)</td>
<td>log(Refinance Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMarketShare(_{c,2004})</td>
<td>0.157*** (0.021)</td>
<td>0.285** (0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatexMonthFE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r²</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
<td>0.9933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Tables report the response of refinance mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \text{ Post}_t \times (\text{Treated})\text{IMCMarketShare}_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\( Y_{c,t} \) is log(Refinance Originations\(_{c,t}\)) in county, \( c \) at time \( t \). \( \gamma_c \) represents county level fixed effects, \( \eta_{s,t} \) represents state \( \times \) month fixed effects, \((Treated)\text{IMCMarketShare}_{c,2004}\) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \( \beta \) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between \((Treated)\text{IMCMarketShare}_{c,2004}\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if \((Treated)\text{IMCMarketShare}_{c,2004}\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations. 

\(^a\)Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.
### Table 12: IMC County Market Share Effect on Purchase Originations

#### (a) Treated IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Purchase Originations)</td>
<td>log(Purchase Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × TreatedIMCMktShre,2004</td>
<td>8.202***</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.390)</td>
<td>(1.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State × Month FE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.9415</td>
<td>0.9901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) All IMC County Market Share Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log(Purchase Originations)</td>
<td>log(Purchase Originations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post × IMCMktShre,2004</td>
<td>0.565***</td>
<td>0.226**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountyFE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State × Month FE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.9432</td>
<td>0.9902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8728</td>
<td>8572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Tables report the response of purchase mortgage originations in a given county to the 2004 market share of independent mortgage companies (IMCs) in that county. I run the regression

\[ Y_{c,t} = \gamma_c + \eta_{s,t} + \beta \times \text{Post}_t \times \text{(Treated)IMCMktShre}_{c,2004} + \epsilon_{c,t} \]

\(Y_{c,t}\) is log(Purchase Originations\(_{c,t}\)) in county, \(c\) at time \(t\). \(\gamma_c\) represents county level fixed effects, \(\eta_{s,t}\) represents state × month fixed effects, \(\text{(Treated)IMCMktShre}_{c,2004}\) is the IMC county level market share in a given county in 2004, the year before the shock occurs. \(\beta\) is the coefficient of interest. It is the coefficient on the interaction between \(\text{(Treated)IMCMktShre}_{c,2004}\) and the post period. This coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable if \(\text{(Treated)IMCMktShre}_{c,2004}\) increased from 0% to 100%. I use the Public HMDA data to compute the 2004 county level IMC market share and the county month HMDA data to study originations.

*Neil Bhutta publishes the HMDA data reported at the county month level on his personal website: https://sites.google.com/site/neilbhutta/data.